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Abstract

Several studies have claimed that the warming bias introduced to global temperature estimates by ur-
banization bias is negligible. On the basis of this claim, none of the groups calculating global temperature
estimates (except for NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies) explicitly correct for urbanization bias.
However, in this article, by re-evaluating these studies individually, it was found that there was no justifi-
cation for this.

There is considerable evidence that there has been global warming since the late 1970s. The urbanization
bias problem is sometimes incorrectly framed as being a question of whether there has recently been global
warming or not. However, the recent warming appears to have followed a period of global cooling from an
earlier warm period which ended in the 1940s. So, resolving the urbanization bias problem is necessary to
address issues such as how the recent warm period compared to the early 20th century warm period. If the
earlier warm period was comparable to the recent warm period, then claims that recent global temperature
trends are unprecedented or unusual will need to be re-evaluated.
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1 Introduction1

In this series of three companion papers[1, 2] we con-2

sider the extent to which the global increase in ur-3

banization since the Industrial Revolution has biased4

those estimates of global temperature trends which5

are based on weather station records[3–9], i.e., those6

listed in Table 1.7

The fact that urban areas tend to be warmer than8

neighbouring rural areas has been known since at9

least the 19th century[10]. The extra warmth asso-10

ciated with urban areas is referred to as an “urban11

heat island” (often abbreviated to UHI), since it is12

confined to locations in or near urban areas. Urban13

∗Corresponding author: ronanconnolly@yahoo.ie. Website:
http://globalwarmingsolved.com

areas still only comprise about 1% of the Earth’s sur- 14

face, and so this effect does not have a major effect 15

on global temperatures. However, a large percentage 16

of weather stations are located in or near urban heat 17

islands, and as a result, current calculations of global 18

temperatures using weather records may be dispro- 19

portionately biased by the urban heat island effect. 20

In this paper (Paper I), we reassess the oft-cited 21

claim that the growth in these urban heat islands has 22

only had a small or negligible effect on the calculation 23

of global temperature trends. 24

In Paper II, we assess the adjustments applied by 25

the only group that explicitly attempts to correct 26

their estimates for urbanization bias, the Goddard 27

Institute for Space Studies[3, 11, 12]. We identify 28

several serious problems with these adjustments and 29

find that they introduce about as many biases as they 30

remove[1]. 31

In Paper III, we attempt to assess the extent of 32

urbanization bias in two of the main weather sta- 33

tion data sets used for estimating global temperature 34

trends - the U.S. Historical Climatology Network and 35

the Global Historical Climatology Network[2]. We 36

find that many of the stations in these datasets are 37

potentially affected by urbanization bias, particularly 38
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Urbanization bias Name Research group Ref.
Attempt adjustment GISTEMP National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Goddard

Institute for Space Studies (NASA GISS)
[3]

Believe negligible CRUTEM4 University of East Anglia’s Climate Research Unit (CRU) [4]
Believe negligible GSTA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Na-

tional Climatic Data Center (NOAA NCDC)
[5]

Believe negligible Lugina et al. Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC) [6]
Believe negligible JMA Japan Meteorological Agency’s Tokyo Climate Center

(JMA)
[7]

Believe negligible BEST Berkeley Earth Surface Temperature (BEST) [8]
Believe negligible CMA China Meteorological Agency (CMA)’s National Meteoro-

logical Information Center
[9]

Table 1: List of recent global temperature estimates based on weather station records.

amongst the stations with the longest and most com-39

plete records.40

This means that, with the currently available data,41

it is very difficult to calculate global temperature42

trends from the weather records without incorporat-43

ing a substantial amount of urbanization bias. In44

this paper, we reassess a number of studies which45

have reached the opposite conclusion. These are the46

ten sets of studies listed in Table 2, i.e., Hansen &47

Lebedeff, 1987[13]; Wigley & Jones, 1988[14]; Jones48

et al., 1990[15]; Easterling et al., 1997[16]; Peterson et49

al., 1999[17]; Peterson, 2003[18]; Parker, 2004[19] &50

2006[20]; Efthymiadis & Jones, 2010[21]; Wickham et51

al., 2013[22] and the Hansen et al., 1999[11]; 2001[12]52

and 2010[3] studies. For various reasons, each of these53

studies have claimed that the magnitude of urbaniza-54

tion bias in the current global temperature estimates55

is either small or negligible. On the basis of this re-56

markable claim, none of the groups except for the57

Goddard Institute of Space Studies currently explic-58

itly attempt to correct their estimates for urbaniza-59

tion bias, as can be seen from Table 1. However, in60

this paper, we systematically re-evaluate each of these61

studies, and in all cases find that their conclusion is62

invalid.63

The format of this paper is as follows. In Section 264

we review some of the evidence in the literature that65

urbanization bias is a systemic problem for weather66

station-based estimates of global temperature trends,67

and discuss some of the challenges inherent in ade-68

quately resolving this problem. In Section 3, we will69

consider some of the flaws that are common to more70

than one of the studies we are re-assessing. In Section71

4, we will re-assess each of the studies in Table 2 in72

turn. Finally, in Section 5, we offer some concluding73

remarks.74

2 The urbanization bias 75

problem 76

Since Howard’s studies in the early 19th century of 77

the city of London, U.K., it has been known that ur- 78

ban areas tend to be warmer than neighbouring rural 79

areas[10], i.e., they demonstrate an “urban heat is- 80

land” (often abbreviated to UHI). Although Howard 81

identified many of the factors still used to explain 82

this phenomenon[10], the exact relationship between 83

these factors is complex and varies from location to 84

location. As a result, it is still the subject of consid- 85

erable research[23–26]. 86

Nonetheless, from the schematic in Figure 1, we 87

can understand the basic problem it introduces to 88

analysing global temperature trends. If a weather 89

station was initially located in a rural (or even mod- 90

estly urbanized) area, but over the years, the sur- 91

rounding area became more urbanized, then the 92

weather station would at some point begin to be 93

affected by the associated urban heat island. This 94

would introduce an artificial warming “urbanization 95

bias” into the station records. If the area continues 96

to become more urbanized, this will have a tendency 97

to increase the magnitude of the urban heat island, 98

and as a result, the bias in the station records would 99

become greater over time[27]. 100

Urban areas still only cover ∼ 1% of the Earth’s 101

land surface area, so genuine global temperature 102

trends are probably not seriously affected by the in- 103

creases in urban heat islands. However, many of 104

the longest and best maintained weather records are 105

those kept in or near urban areas. This is partly be- 106

cause, before recent advances in automation, weather 107

stations needed a staff to make measurements, and 108
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References Study title Section
Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987[13] Global trends of measured surface air temperature 4.1
Wigley & Jones, 1988[14] Do large-area-average temperature series have an urban warm-

ing bias?
4.2

Jones et al., 1990[15] Assessment of urbanization effects in time series of surface air
temperature over land

4.3

Easterling et al., 1997[16] Maximum and minimum temperature trends for the globe 4.4
Peterson et al., 1999[17] Global rural temperature trends 4.5
Peterson, 2003[18] Assessment of urban versus rural in situ surface temperatures

in the contiguous United States: No difference found
4.6

Parker, 2004[19] and 2006[20] Large-scale warming is not urban; A demonstration that large-
scale warming is not urban

4.7

Efthymiadis & Jones, 2010[21] Assessment of maximum possible urbanization influences on
land temperature data by comparison of land and marine data
around coasts

4.8

Wickham et al., 2013[22] Influence of urban heating on the global temperature land av-
erage using rural sites identified from MODIS classifications

4.9

Hansen et al., 1999[11];
2001[12]; and 2010[3]

GISS analysis of surface temperature change; A closer look at
United States and global surface temperature change; Global
surface temperature change

4.10

Table 2: Studies which have concluded urbanization bias only has a small or negligible effect on global temperature
estimates.

maintain equipment. They therefore have tended to109

be located in areas which are relatively easy to ac-110

cess, i.e., close to where people live. For instance,111

Ren et al., 2008 note that in China, although there112

are some relatively remote stations, the observers of113

these “arduous stations” (and their families) usually114

live in towns or cities. So, even these stations tend to115

be “...located in small towns or some sites with better116

traffic conditions.”[28].117

Hence, many of the stations used for global tem-118

perature estimates have been exposed to increas-119

ing urbanization over the period covered by their120

records. For this reason, it is likely that urbanization121

bias has inadvertently introduced artificial warming122

trends into the current weather station-based global123

temperature estimates. If so, they would not be rep-124

resentative of actual global temperature trends[29–125

34].126

Many researchers have suggested that we should127

be detecting “anthropogenic global warming”1 due to128

an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentra-129

tions[35]. The anthropogenic global warming “hind-130

1The synonym “man-made global warming” is sometimes
used. Unfortunately, the more general terms “global warming”
and “climate change” are sometimes mistakenly treated as
synonyms for anthropogenic global warming.

casts”2 of the current Global Climate Models (GCMs) 131

bear some similarity to the current global tempera- 132

ture estimates[36]. This has led to the popular as- 133

sumptions that (a) most of the global temperature 134

trends of recent decades are a result of anthropogenic 135

global warming, and (b) the Global Climate Model 136

projections for future global temperature trends are 137

somewhat reliable. 138

Global Climate Model projections have been used 139

to justify major policy changes on an international 140

basis, e.g., Ref. [37]. However, if it turns out that a 141

significant fraction of the apparent global warming in 142

recent decades is due to urbanization bias, then the 143

hindcasts of the Global Climate Models which had 144

been thought to have been successful, would actu- 145

ally have been unsuccessful. This would raise serious 146

doubts over the supposed reliability of the models. 147

In turn, this might remove the justification for those 148

policies which have been based on the models. With 149

this in mind, it is important to carefully consider the 150

urban heat island problem. 151

Figure 2 shows each of the global temperature esti- 152

mates3 from 1880 to present of Table 1, which do not 153

2A hindcast is the opposite of a forecast, i.e., a retrospective
“prediction” of what was expected to have occurred in the past.

3Since 2006, the Japan Meteorological Agency only pub-
lish their land-and-ocean global temperature estimates, but we
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of urban heat island de-
velopment at a hypothetical weather station which was
initially rural, but became surrounded by urban sprawl
from a neighbouring town over time. The curved lines
suggest the magnitude of the urban heat island at each
location.

explicitly correct for urbanization bias, i.e., all ex-154

cept the Goddard Institute of Space Studies estimate155

which we discuss separately in Paper II[1]. Figure 2156

also shows the world population (from 1880 on), and157

the urban population (for 1950 on). We see that, co-158

inciding with an apparent “global warming” trend,159

there has been a substantial increase in population.160

Particularly since the mid-20th century, this popu-161

lation growth has increasingly been in urban areas.162

In other words, the world’s population is becoming163

increasingly urbanized.164

Since the longest and best-kept station records165

tend to be those located in or near human settle-166

ments, many of the weather stations used for con-167

structing the global temperature estimates of Figure168

2 will have witnessed at least some degree of urban-169

ization over the course of their record. Therefore, it is170

plausible that a substantial fraction of the apparent171

were able to graphically estimate their land-only values from
their July 2005 Tokyo Climate Center Newsletter (Issue No.
1). The China Meteorological Agency’s estimate is digitized
from Xu et al., 2014[9] (under CC BY-NC-ND).

Figure 2: Comparison between the various (land-only)
global temperature estimates which do not correct for
urbanization bias, relative to 1961-1990 (top) and the
world population growth since 1880 as well as the ur-
ban population growth since 1950 (bottom). The solid
black line represents the 11-point binomial smoothed
mean of all global temperature estimates. World pop-
ulation figures taken from About.com Geography and
urban population figures taken from U.N. Population
Division).

“global warming” of Figure 2 is simply an artefact of 172

urbanization bias. 173

2.1 Current approaches to measuring 174

urban heat islands 175

A number of approaches have been taken to identify 176

the extent and magnitude of urban heat islands at in- 177

dividual urban areas[38, 39]. One approach is to tra- 178

verse a rural-urban area with vehicle-mounted ther- 179

mometers[40]. Another approach is to temporarily 180

install a number of thermometers at fixed locations 181

throughout the area[41, 42]. 182

The transect approach is relatively quick and 183

straightforward, however it can only give a once-off 184

snapshot in time. Weather station-based studies are 185

typically concerned with annual (or monthly) average 186

temperatures. Therefore, measurements made at one 187

(or even several) times of the day on one day (or sev- 188

eral) of the year are only qualitatively of relevance, 189

i.e., they do not indicate how the average annual tem- 190

perature is affected. However, for the fixed location 191

approach, care is required to ensure that the ther- 192

mometers remain intact, and adequately exposed for 193

the duration of the study, something which may be 194
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difficult in busy urban areas.195

Another approach that has become popular with196

the advent of thermal remote sensing technology is197

the use of satellite and aircraft imagery[43–46]. These198

studies, like the vehicle transect studies, typically199

only provide a once-off snapshot in time. Having said200

that, with a long enough period of satellite data[47],201

or repeat studies, it may be possible to study urban202

heat island evolution. However, remote sensing ther-203

mal images are not always good at determining the204

magnitude of the effect at ground level [48, 49].205

Another common approach to estimating urban206

heat islands is to directly compare thermometer207

records from weather stations based in an urban area208

to those in neighbouring rural (or failing that, less ur-209

banized, e.g., suburban) areas. This approach is not210

as useful for determining the maximum urban heat211

island effect[50] or its spatial distribution for a given212

urban area [41]. Since these effects are often very213

large at their peak, these issues are important4 for214

governments and urban/town planners [51]. Areas215

with large maximum urban heat islands are partic-216

ularly susceptible to heat waves, which may cause217

serious social as well as health problems[52]. How-218

ever, since we are considering the biases introduced219

to weather station records, in this article, weather220

station-based studies are actually of more relevance221

to us.222

Unfortunately, a serious problem with most of the223

weather station-based studies has been the lack of224

consistency between different studies, making it hard225

to directly compare them [18, 26, 38, 39, 53]. Indeed,226

often, while the “rural” stations used for some stud-227

ies are less urban than the “urban” stations, they are228

more urbanized than the “urban” stations from other229

studies [39, 53, 54]. In this case, the calculated urban230

heat island would only be a relative urban heat is-231

land, and therefore lead to an underestimation of the232

actual urban heat island.233

In an attempt to overcome this lack of consistency,234

Stewart & Oke have proposed defining stations as235

being in different “thermal climate zones” [26, 39,236

53, 54], rather than sticking rigidly to the limited237

“urban-rural dichotomy”[53]. Unfortunately, only a238

few researchers have so far adopted this more flexible239

approach[55]. As a result, most of the discussion in240

this article will be limited to “urban”-“rural” com-241

parisons.242

4See http://www.urbanheatislands.com/ for some discus-
sion.

2.2 Change is more relevant than 243

magnitude 244

Global temperature estimates are calculated by av- 245

eraging together the relative changes in temperature 246

over time for individual stations. As a result, it is the 247

changes in average temperature, rather than the ab- 248

solute values of average temperatures which are used 249

in the calculations. 250

Jones et al., 2008[56] have argued that while urban 251

heat islands in long-established urban areas might be 252

large in some cases, they might not have changed 253

much in recent decades. They based their argument 254

on an analysis of two European cities (London, U.K. 255

and Vienna, Austria). It is a plausible argument. 256

London’s heat island was already substantial in the 257

early 19th century[10], so it is possible that its urban 258

heat island development may have slowed. There are, 259

however, a number of serious flaws in Jones et al.’s 260

analysis. 261

For their London analysis, they explicitly relied 262

on the assumption that the Rothamsted station is 263

a “truly rural site” and therefore unaffected by ur- 264

banization bias. Parker et al. also made this assump- 265

tion for constructing their “Central England Temper- 266

ature” composite dataset[57, 58]. Rothamsted sta- 267

tion5 is on the grounds of an agricultural research 268

station (Rothamsted Research), and so its immedi- 269

ate microclimate is that of a field surrounded by trees. 270

However, those grounds are surrounded by the town 271

of Harpenden, Hertfordshire (current population ∼ 272

30,000). So, the “truly rural” Rothamsted station is 273

actually quite urbanized. 274

For their Vienna analysis, they considered the 275

Hohe Warte station to be urban, but claimed that 276

its record showed “excellent agreement with its ru- 277

ral neighbours”, and extrapolated from this claim to 278

the conclusion that the urban heat island in Vienna 279

had not changed in recent decades. However, Böhm, 280

1998 had found significant urbanization bias for the 281

Hohe Warte record (which, by the way, he regarded 282

as “suburban”, and not a city site) over the period 283

1950-1995[59]. 284

Jones et al. also claimed that their conclusion 285

based on their London and Vienna analyses was in 286

agreement with Gaffin et al., 2008’s study of the Cen- 287

tral Park station in New York, U.S.A.[60]. However, 288

Gaffin et al. had actually found that urbanization 289

bias was “responsible for ∼ 1/3 of the total warm- 290

5Located at approximately 51.82◦N, 0.37◦W according to
e-RA: the electronic Rothamsted Archive.
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ing the city has experienced since 1900”[60]. That291

suggests quite a substantial urbanization bias. In ad-292

dition, we suspect that Gaffin et al., 2008 underes-293

timated the true magnitude of the New York urban294

heat island, since their estimate was based on the295

explicit assumption that the rural/suburban neigh-296

bouring station records they were using for compar-297

ison had been adequately corrected for urbanization298

bias, but the neighbouring areas they were using had299

themselves undergone considerable urbanization[52].300

Nonetheless, while the Jones et al., 2008 study may301

have been seriously flawed, their conclusion, by coin-302

cidence, seems to be valid. While Böhm, 1998 had303

found evidence of some urban warming[59] at some304

of Vienna’s stations, he found that two of the down-305

town stations showed little change. In other words,306

as Jones et al., 2008 had argued, the change in urban307

heat island at a station may be relatively small, if the308

area was already highly urbanized when the station309

was set up.310

On the other hand, a suburban or even relatively311

rural area might currently only have a slight urban312

heat island, but if it only started expanding in the313

last few decades, then this could introduce a strong314

warming bias into the station records[61]. Mohsin &315

Gough, 2010 [62] have suggested this may be happen-316

ing in the Greater Toronto Area in Canada, since in317

recent years the increase in urban warming appears318

to have been greater at suburban stations than in319

downtown stations.320

This leads to a tricky complexity for studying ur-321

banization bias. The station records which are worst322

affected by urbanization bias are not necessarily from323

the most urbanized stations. Instead, the issue is the324

amount of urbanization experienced by the station325

over the period covered by the record.326

2.3 Evidence for urban heat island327

effects at individual stations328

As described in the previous section, the existence329

of urban heat islands does not in itself mean that330

global temperature estimates are seriously affected by331

urbanization bias. But, there is considerable evidence332

that urban warming has introduced significant biases333

into the weather records of a number of urban and334

semi-urban stations at least.335

Studies of urban heat islands are numerous, as336

a search with a journal search engine, e.g., Google337

Scholar, for key words such as “urban heat island”338

will reveal. It is beyond the scope of this article to339

review all such studies. But, it may be helpful to 340

briefly mention in this section a few representative 341

studies of urbanization bias across the globe. 342

Much of the early work on urban heat islands has 343

been based in Europe, starting with Howard’s 19th 344

century study of London, U.K.[10]. For example, as 345

mentioned in the previous section, Böhm, 1998 noted 346

that even for Vienna, a city that had a population 347

decline in the latter half of the 20th century, some 348

urbanization bias was found[59]. As another exam- 349

ple, Moberg & Bergström, 1997 found evidence of 350

urbanization bias in the important long records for 351

the Swedish towns of Uppsala and Stockholm[63]. 352

There have also been a large number of studies in- 353

vestigating urbanization bias in North America. For 354

instance, Goodridge, 1996[64] divided up weather sta- 355

tions for the U.S. state of California into three sub- 356

sets depending on population size. The more urban- 357

ized the subset, the greater the warming trends were. 358

A later study by LaDochy et al., 2007 also found 359

a similar result for the same region[65]. Hinkel & 360

Nelson, 2007 [42] found that even for the small vil- 361

lage of Barrow, Alaska (USA), with a population of 362

∼ 4, 500, there was a substantial urban heat island 363

between the village and the surrounding tundra. Al- 364

though, the type of urban heat island detected in 365

high-latitude, permafrost areas such as Barrow prob- 366

ably differs from villages in more temperate climates. 367

Compared to North America and Europe, urban 368

heat island studies for the rest of the world have been 369

less prevalent. But, this does not mean that urban 370

heat islands are confined to these areas - often it is 371

just a consequence of the fact that many urban cli- 372

matologists are based in North America or Europe. 373

In recent decades, other areas have started to receive 374

more attention. Roth, 2007 has reviewed recent stud- 375

ies of urban heat islands in tropical and subtropical 376

areas[66]. In particular, many parts of Asia have un- 377

dergone considerable urbanization in recent decades. 378

For instance, Kataoka et al., 2009 found strong urban 379

warming trends in a number of large Asian cities[67]. 380

The Middle East has also been affected, e.g., Saa- 381

databadi & Bidokhti, 2011 found substantial bias for 382

an urban station in Tehran, Iran[68]. 383

Unfortunately, studies in the Southern Hemisphere 384

are still relatively infrequent. But, a number of stud- 385

ies have also found examples of urbanization bias 386

there. For example, Coughlan et al., 1990[69] found 387

evidence of substantial urbanization bias in records 388

for large city stations in Australia, while Hughes & 389

Balling, 1996[70] found that much of the apparent 390
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warming in South Africa was urbanization bias (dur-391

ing the period 1960-1990 at least).392

2.4 Evidence that global temperature393

estimates are biased by394

individual station records395

In the previous section, it was shown that urbaniza-396

tion has significantly affected a number of weather397

records across the world. Satellite studies also sug-398

gest that substantial urban heat islands are found in399

urban areas across the globe[44, 46], suggesting that400

these effects are not just confined to a few countries.401

However, this, on its own, does not necessarily mean402

that the global temperature estimates are themselves403

significantly biased. Most of the global temperature404

estimates use records from several thousand stations.405

If only a small percentage of those stations are sig-406

nificantly biased, then the overall bias to the global407

estimates might be quite small - even if individual408

biases are relatively large.409

Unfortunately, most estimates suggest that at least410

one third to one half of the stations are urbanized to411

some extent. In addition, the alleged “global warm-412

ing” trends of Figure 2 are only of the order of a413

degree Celsius per century. So, even if biases are414

only of the order of a few tenths of a degree Celsius415

per century at individual stations, this could still be416

enough to substantially bias the global temperature417

estimates.418

Because there are so many confounding factors in-419

volved in analysis of weather station records, it is not420

a trivial matter to construct a reliable estimate of the421

overall urbanization bias in global temperature esti-422

mates. For instance, reliable rural stations with long423

records are often rare in areas which have undergone424

a lot of urbanization, yet these are the regions most425

likely to be seriously affected. In addition, weather426

station records can also be affected by a number of427

different biases aside from urbanization, such as the428

siting biases we discuss in Ref. [71]. Depending on429

the net sign of these biases, this could easily lead to430

a substantial under- or over-estimation of the true431

urbanization bias.432

As a result, some articles limit themselves to es-433

tablishing the plausibility of urbanization bias, rather434

than quantifying it. This is often done from a gen-435

eral assessment of the literature. Wood, 1988[33] was436

one such article, and we will discuss Wigley & Jones’437

attempted rebuttal[14] of it in Section 4.2, while Idso438

& Singer, 2009’s review[72] includes another.439

Other studies attempting to quantify the effects 440

on global temperature estimates have limited them- 441

selves to detailed analysis of specific regions. The 442

problem with such regional analyses is that it is pos- 443

sible that the researchers may inadvertently select a 444

region which has a particularly high or low level of 445

bias. Still, if a study shows that urbanization biases 446

are significant for large regions (rather than just a 447

handful of stations), this would provide a strong in- 448

dication that global analyses are also affected. 449

Most of these regional studies have been limited to 450

analyses of the U.S.[29–32, 64, 73–81]. This should 451

not be mistaken for implying that urbanization bias is 452

a problem mostly limited to the U.S. On the contrary, 453

as we discuss in Paper III [2], the number of rural 454

stations with long, continuous records used in current 455

global temperature estimates is surprisingly low for 456

regions outside of the U.S. For example, only 8 of 457

the 173 stations in the Global Historical Climatology 458

Network (4.6%) which are identified as rural in terms 459

of both population and night-light intensity and have 460

data for at least 95 of the last 100 years are outside 461

of the U.S. 462

Indeed, although three of the 30 largest urban ag- 463

glomerations are currently located in the U.S. (New 464

York, Los Angeles and Chicago)[82], the U.S. is a 465

relatively rural country with an average population 466

density of only 32.2 km−2 compared with the world 467

average of 50.6 km−2 (as of July 2010)[83]. Instead, it 468

appears that studies of urbanization bias in the U.S. 469

dominate the literature mainly through convenience. 470

Considerable effort has been made in compiling and 471

archiving a large number of rural station records for 472

the contiguous U.S.[32], meaning that direct urban- 473

rural comparisons are considerably easier for the U.S. 474

In contrast, countries such as China have a severe 475

shortage of long, continuous records for rural regions, 476

and as a result most comparisons are between highly 477

urbanized and moderately urbanized areas[28, 84]. 478

Even still, a number of studies of temperature trends 479

in China indicate considerable urbanization bias in 480

recent decades, e.g., Refs. [27, 28, 84–88] (see Yang 481

et al., 2011 for a review and discussion[88]). 482

As mentioned in the previous section, Hughes & 483

Balling, 1996 found evidence that gridded estimates 484

for South Africa were biased by urban warming[70]. 485

Englehart & Douglas, 2003[89] found urban stations 486

in Mexico were also substantially affected by urban 487

warming, and they cautioned that almost all of the 488

stations in the Mexican observing network are located 489

in highly urbanized areas. 490
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Fujibe & Ishihara[7, 90–92] have found evidence of491

substantial urbanization bias in many Japanese sta-492

tion records. Japan is a highly urbanized country -493

in 2010, Japan had an average population density of494

334.9 km−2, nearly 7 times the world average and495

more than 10 times that of the U.S.[83].496

While nearly half of Japan is relatively rural, with497

a population density of <30 km−2, there are very498

few long-term weather stations located in those ar-499

eas. More than half of the long-term stations are500

located in urban areas with a population density of501

>1,000 km−2[91]. Fujibe, 2009 attempted to over-502

come this problem by considering a network of au-503

tomatic weather stations which were installed in the504

late 1970s. 9.6% of those stations were located in ru-505

ral locations, and a further 18.2% of the automatic506

stations were in lightly urbanized areas with popula-507

tion densities of 30-100 km−2. Stations of all levels508

of population density showed warming over the 1979-509

2006 period, but stations located in areas with a pop-510

ulation density of >1,000 km−2 showed more than511

50% extra warming than those with a population den-512

sity of <30 km−2, and even the stations which were513

only lightly urbanized (30-100 km−2) showed more514

than 10% extra warming[91].515

Fujibe, 2009’s analysis suggests that urbanization516

bias has significantly overestimated the post-1970s517

warming trends in Japan. However, as the analysis518

only began with the implementation of the automatic519

weather station network in the late 1970s, it does not520

tell us whether it also underestimated the 1940s-70s521

cooling which seems to have occurred elsewhere[93],522

or how Japanese temperatures during the early 20th523

century warm period compared to the recent warm524

period.525

In a follow-on study, Fujibe & Ishihara, 2010[7]526

compared a network of 17 of the least urbanized527

Japanese stations with continuous records for the528

20th century (as used by the Japan Meteorological529

Agency) to the Climate Research Unit and God-530

dard Institute for Space Studies’ gridded estimates531

for the same region. They found that the Climate532

Research Unit’s estimate implied more warming, sug-533

gesting urbanization bias. The Goddard Institute for534

Space Studies’ estimate, which includes an urbaniza-535

tion adjustment, in contrast, had a similar long-term536

trend to Fujibe & Ishihara’s network[7]. The 20th537

century trend for the Japan Meteorological Agency’s538

17-station network was similar to that of the global539

temperature estimates. On this basis, Fujibe & Ishi-540

hara assumed that their network was relatively free541

of urbanization bias. However, this assumes that the 542

global estimates are themselves relatively free of ur- 543

banization bias, i.e., the claim we are disputing in this 544

article. With this in mind, it is worth noting that 10 545

of the 17 Japan Meteorological Agency stations were 546

in areas with a population density of >1,000 km−2[7], 547

suggesting that even the Fujibe & Ishihara network 548

was itself significantly affected by urbanization bias. 549

Karl et al., 1988[32] developed a high density, 550

mostly rural, network of stations for the contiguous 551

U.S. (the National Climatic Data Center’s United 552

States Historical Climatology Network), which al- 553

lowed them to carry out a reasonable estimate of ur- 554

banization bias for stations within the U.S. They ap- 555

proximated urban development using population size, 556

and developed a population-based adjustment to ap- 557

proximately remove urban bias. 558

Karl et al. found that urban bias was detectable 559

even for small towns in the U.S., suggesting that 560

the urbanization bias in global temperature estimates 561

could be hard to totally remove. An independent 562

analysis by Balling & Idso, 1989 confirmed this[34]. 563

Although Karl et al. found there was only a slight 564

total urban bias in their mostly rural dataset, much 565

of the warming for the contiguous U.S. in two of the 566

global temperature estimates at the time seemed to 567

be due to urban bias[73, 94]. This suggests that much 568

of the warming in other regions could also be due to 569

urban bias. 570

Spencer, 2010 presents an analysis on his web- 571

site[95] where he compared a large number of station 572

pairs (elevation adjusted) on the basis of local popu- 573

lation density and average temperature in 2000. He 574

found that stations with a higher population density 575

were warmer on average. If urbanization is assumed 576

to be a function of population density, then this would 577

imply that increasing urbanization is leading to ur- 578

banization bias. He found the increase to be greatest 579

for low population densities, i.e., the urban heat is- 580

land growth is greater for a rural station becoming 581

slightly urbanized than for an urban station becom- 582

ing slightly more urbanized. 583

2.5 General urban-related bias in 584

global temperature estimates 585

Rather than estimating urbanization bias by at- 586

tempting to individually compare urban and rural 587

stations, some groups have compared entire global 588

or regional temperature estimates to other factors[61, 589

79, 96–102]. 590
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Kalnay & Cai, 2003[79] compared U.S. tempera-591

ture trends calculated from weather station records to592

temperature trends extrapolated from the National593

Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Cen-594

ter for Atmospheric Research (or “NCEP-NCAR”)595

reanalysis dataset. This reanalysis dataset did not596

use surface thermometer records, but rather esti-597

mated surface temperatures using weather forecast-598

ing models based on weather balloon and satellite at-599

mospheric measurements. For this reason, it should600

not be affected by urbanization bias. Kalnay & Cai601

found that the weather station warming trends were602

significantly greater than the equivalent reanalysis603

trends (about 44%). They suggested that some or all604

of this extra warming was due to urbanization bias605

(or changes in land use).606

This study was quite controversial, and led to con-607

siderable debate. Trenberth, 2004[103] criticised the608

reanalysis dataset used by Kalnay & Cai, 2003[79]609

because it was based on actual physical weather mea-610

surements and therefore did not explicitly include611

the extra warming predicted by anthropogenic global612

warming theory in between data-points. It is un-613

clear why Trenberth believed theoretical predictions614

should necessarily be more reliable than experimen-615

tal measurements. Nonetheless, Cai & Kalnay[104,616

105] replied that any warming which occurred as a617

result of anthropogenic global warming should still618

be detected by the weather measurements.619

Vose et al., 2004[106] disputed Kalnay & Cai’s anal-620

ysis because, when they used the National Climatic621

Data Center’s homogeneity adjusted records for the622

U.S., they found even more warming than with the623

unadjusted records Kalnay & Cai had used. This sug-624

gested the bias in the National Climatic Data Cen-625

ter’s data was even greater than Kalnay & Cai, 2003626

had suggested. However, Vose et al. believed their627

adjustments were reliable, and so argued that the re-628

analysis dataset had to be at fault instead. In Pa-629

per III, we describe problems with the National Cli-630

matic Data Center’s adjustments [2], so this is not631

a convincing argument. Cai & Kalnay, 2004[104] ac-632

knowledged that the National Climatic Data Center’s633

adjustments for the U.S. led to more warming, but634

noted that this only increased the probable magni-635

tude of the urbanization/land use bias.636

Simmons et al., 2004[107] compared the NCEP-637

NCAR reanalysis to another reanalysis - the Euro-638

pean Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (or639

ECMWF)’s 40 year Re-Analysis dataset (referred to640

as the ERA-40 for short). This other reanalysis did641

not show the same discrepency with weather station- 642

based estimates, and they therefore concluded that 643

the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (and, hence, Kalnay & 644

Cai’s analysis) was unreliable[107]. However, unlike 645

the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis, the ERA-40 reanalysis 646

incorporates weather station measurements, and so 647

cannot be used as a completely independent test of 648

weather station measurements. 649

Follow-up studies by Kalnay et al.[96–98] have 650

found that urbanization/land use biases are not just 651

confined to the U.S. but are a global problem. 652

McKitrick et al.[99–101] found significant correla- 653

tions between temperature trends and various differ- 654

ent socio-economic factors, both for the U.S.[99] and 655

the rest of the world[100, 101]. If the temperature 656

trends were only capturing climatic signals then these 657

correlations should not exist. Similarly, de Laat & 658

Maurellis, 2006[102] found that warming trends were 659

greater in industrialized areas than elsewhere. 660

Both McKitrick et al. and de Laat & Maurel- 661

lis’ studies have been criticised[22, 108–110]. Wick- 662

ham et al., 2013 criticised the McKitrick et al. stud- 663

ies because they had used national country-averaged 664

population figures for estimating the population of 665

individual grid-boxes, rather than gridded popula- 666

tion estimates[22]. This means that their popula- 667

tion estimates of some grid-boxes would be under- 668

estimated, while other grid-boxes would be overes- 669

timated. Wickham et al., 2013 suggested that this 670

crude approximation makes the findings of McKitrick 671

et al. unreliable[22]. However, it appears to us that 672

the crudeness of the approximation should have, if 673

anything, reduced the signal-to-noise ratio of McK- 674

itrick et al.’s analysis, so the fact that McKitrick et 675

al. were still able to detect significant correlations us- 676

ing nationally-averaged population figures, actually 677

strengthens their conclusions. 678

The main problem with the McKitrick and de Laat 679

et al. studies is that there are a number of differ- 680

ent confounding variables involved, and it is not a 681

trivial matter to separate them. Still, McKitrick et 682

al. have attempted to address these concerns[61, 100, 683

101, 111, 112]. So, while controversial, their findings 684

may have merit. 685

Even if their studies are only partially valid, then 686

this suggests that global temperature estimates are 687

significantly contaminated by non-climatic signals 688

such as urbanization bias. This would agree with the 689

suggestions of the studies discussed in the previous 690

section. 691
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Figure 3: Several different ways of describing the temperature trends for the rural Valentia Observatory (Ireland)
weather station. Annual temperature data is taken from the Global Historical Climatology Network Version 3
unadjusted dataset. Two missing monthly means (June 2004 and July 2012) were added from monthly reports
downloaded from the Met Éireann website.

3 Flaws common to more than692

one study693

3.1 Using linear trends to describe694

non-linear data695

Most of the studies consider linear trends as part of696

their analyses, i.e., Wigley & Jones, 1988[14]; Jones697

et al., 1990[15]; Easterling et al., 1997[16]; Peterson et698

al., 1999[17]; Parker 2006[20]; Efthymiadis & Jones,699

2010 [21]; Wickham et al., 2013[22] and the Hansen700

et al., 1999-2010 studies[3, 11, 12]. In the case of701

Jones et al., 1990, Efthymiadis & Jones, 2010 and702

Wickham et al., 2013, it comprises a major part of703

their analyses.704

While linear trend analysis offers a convenient705

method for describing time series which have linear706

trends, it can result in misleading, or even invalid707

conclusions when it is applied to time series that have708

non-linear trends. Temperature records for weather709

stations frequently show non-linear trends, especially710

the longer records. For this reason, an over-reliance711

on linear trend analysis when assessing temperature712

trends (whether local or global) is unwise.713

The problem of using linear trends to describe714

non-linear trends can be seen from Figure 3, which 715

shows several different methods for describing the 716

temperature trends of the Valentia Observatory sta- 717

tion. Valentia Observatory, Ireland has one of the 718

longest and most complete temperature records for a 719

rural station. If we just consider the annual means 720

(top left panel), it is apparent that there is a lot of 721

variability from year to year. 722

The annual mean already involves a considerable 723

amount of averaging, since it comprises the mean of 724

the 12 monthly averages, the monthly averages are 725

means of the daily averages and the daily averages 726

are themselves estimates of the mean temperature for 727

each 24 hour period (often this is calculated as the 728

simple mean of the maximum and minimum temper- 729

atures recorded on a minimum-maximum thermome- 730

ter). However, because the variability from year-to- 731

year is quite large, it can be difficult to establish what 732

long-term trends there are, if any. For this reason, re- 733

searchers often apply further averaging (or “smooth- 734

ing”) routines to temperature records. 735

A common smoothing technique is to calculate a 736

“running mean” using a fixed number of years (some- 737

times called a “boxcar average”). The five-year and 738

11-year running means of the Valentia Observatory 739
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record are shown in Figure 3. Running means are cal-740

culated by replacing the value for a given year with741

the mean value over the period starting a fixed num-742

ber of years before the given year and ending that743

same fixed number of years after the given year. This744

has the effect of making consecutive years seem quite745

similar to each other, i.e., it reduces the inter-annual746

variability. Hence, long-term trends are more appar-747

ent.748

One problem with running means is that they can749

artificially create the appearance of long-term trends750

which might not exist. For instance, if a few years751

had anomalously high (or low) mean temperature,752

then this would increase (or decrease) the values of753

the temperatures for several years before and after754

this anomalous period, creating the impression of a755

gradual trend over a long period. In order to re-756

duce the magnitude of this statistical artefact, while757

still reducing the inter-annual variability enough to758

consider long-term trends, one approach is to apply759

“binomial smoothing”. Like a running-mean, this ap-760

proach also involves averaging all values over a fixed761

period. However, in the binomial mean, the weights762

the neighbouring years contribute to the average are763

reduced the further away in time they are from the764

target year. This approach accentuates long-term765

trends (low-frequency information) without losing all766

the inter-annual variability (high-frequency informa-767

tion). For our analysis in this paper, we often con-768

sider the 11-point binomial means of temperature769

trends.770

From Figure 3, both the running means (5-year771

and 11-year) and the 11-point binomial mean suggest772

that there have been a number of “warming” and773

“cooling” trends at Valentia Observatory, which have774

each lasted a few decades, since the start of the record775

in 1869.776

Whether these trends are climatic in nature or not,777

due to the alternation between cooling and warm-778

ing periods, the temperatures of the last few decades779

seem neither unusually warm nor unusually cold. Al-780

though there has been “warming” since the 1970s,781

it followed “cooling” since the 1940s. However, if782

the linear trend is calculated (by linear least squares783

fitting) over the entire record (1869-2012), it incor-784

rectly suggests there has been a continuous “warm-785

ing” trend of +0.27◦C/century. In other words, if a786

researcher just relied on a linear trend for their analy-787

sis, they would fail to notice the actual multi-decadal788

alternation between cooling and warming, as well as789

the considerable inter-annual variability.790

More worryingly, both the sign and the magnitude 791

of the linear trend depend on both the length of the 792

period and the starting point. This can be seen by 793

comparing the 1869-2012 linear trend for Valentia 794

Observatory (middle right panel) with the various 30- 795

year linear trends in the bottom right panel. In other 796

words, linear trend analysis can provide very incon- 797

sistent results when applied to data with non-linear 798

trends. 799

For this reason, the over-reliance of many of the 800

studies on linear trend analysis may have led to in- 801

valid conclusions. 802

3.2 Assuming rural station records 803

have no non-climatic biases 804

Figure 4: Breakdown of the degree of urbanization of
the station records in the Global Historical Climatology
Network (version 3, unadjusted) of the stations with the
shortest (left) and the longest (right) records.

Initially, when considering the urbanization bias 805

problem, one might suppose that a simple solution 806

for estimating global temperature trends would be 807

to construct an estimate using only rural stations. 808

This “rural sub-setting” approach has formed the 809

main basis for many of the studies considered here, 810

i.e., Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987[13]; Easterling et al., 811

1997[16]; Peterson et al., 1999[17]; Wickham et al., 812

2013[22] and the Hansen et al., 1999-2010 studies[3, 813

11, 12]. Jones et al., 1990 also used rural sub-setting 814

for their analysis, but they were analysing regional 815

trends, rather than global trends[15]. A similar phi- 816

losophy was also implicit in the design of the Pe- 817

terson, 2003[18] as well as the Parker, 2004[19] and 818

2006[20] studies. 819

The main problem with this approach is that the 820

available rural station records tend to be of a lower 821
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Figure 5: Annual temperature trends since 1900 for some typical rural (left) and urban (right) stations in the
National Climatic Data Center’s Global Historical Climatology Network Monthly (unadjusted) Version 3 dataset.
Each colour corresponds to a continuous segment of the record.

quality than their urban counterparts. Rural station822

records tend to have less data, e.g., only about 4% of823

the stations in the Global Historical Climatology Net-824

work with more than 120 years of data are identified825

as rural in terms of both population and night-light826

intensity, while about 74% are identified as urban by827

both metrics. Correspondingly, only 16% of the sta-828

tions whose records have less than 30 years of data829

are urban by both metrics - see Figure 4.830

In addition, as we discuss in Paper II[1], rural831

records are more likely to have large data gaps, which832

frequently coincide with abrupt non-climatic changes833

in reported temperatures. The extent of this can be834

seen by comparing the rural and urban records in835

Figure 5, which are, in our opinion, fairly represen-836

tative of the types of records found in the popular837

Global Historical Climatology Network. While all838

three of the urban records shown have strong warm-839

ing trends, it is difficult to identify any common trend840

in the three rural records. Indeed, there is very lit-841

tle overlap between the records. If the longer rural842

records include even a few non-climatic biases, this843

could easily bias the apparent long term trends of844

global temperature estimates constructed from a ru-845

ral subset. 846

As a result of these problems, the rural records 847

available in the current datasets are unfortunately 848

rather limited for calculating global temperature 849

trends for longer than a few decades. However, 850

aside from Wigley & Jones, 1988 who caution that 851

“(u)nfortunately, rural data series are themselves 852

subject to various non-climatic effects, unrelated to 853

urban warming”, most of the studies seem to assume 854

that the only difference between rural and urban sta- 855

tion records is urbanization bias. This assumption 856

comes in at least three forms: 857

1. In the case of Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987[13], it ap- 858

pears to have been an implicit assumption, since 859

they did not consider other non-climatic biases 860

in their rural sub-setting experiment. 861

2. Some studies acknowledge that other non- 862

climatic biases could alter global temperature 863

trends, but assume that the occurrence of these 864

biases is comparable in both rural and urban sta- 865

tions, e.g., Hansen et al., 1999 assume that “the 866

random component of [other biases]tends to aver- 867

age out in large area averages and in calculations 868

of temperature change over long periods”[11]. 869
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3. Other studies agree that non-climatic biases870

(other than urbanization bias) could theoreti-871

cally be a problem, but believe that they have872

successfully removed them by applying “data ho-873

mogenization” techniques.874

Amongst those studies which use data homog-875

enization, the homogenization techniques applied876

vary. Easterling et al., 1997[16] and Peterson et877

al., 1999[17] used versions of the National Climatic878

Data Center’s Global Historical Climatology Net-879

work datasets which had been adjusted using a “step-880

change” homogenization. Wickham et al., 2013[22]881

also used a “step-change” homogenization process,882

and used a weighting procedure which they believed883

would minimise the impact of non-climatic trend-884

changes[113].885

We argue in Paper III[2] as well as in Ref. [71],886

that these particular homogenization methods often887

lead to a “blending” of non-climatic biases between888

stations, rather than their removal. A consequence of889

this blending is that the non-climatic biases become890

spread so uniformly amongst neighbouring stations891

that they can no longer be identified by comparing892

stations. If the stations are homogenized in this way,893

it would seriously hinder any attempts to accurately894

identify urbanization bias using a rural sub-setting895

approach.896

Implicit in the argument of rural sub-setting stud-897

ies which use homogenization to account for non-898

urbanization biases, is the recognition that such bi-899

ases occur with a different frequency or magnitude for900

rural stations than for urban stations. Otherwise, it901

would not be necessary to homogenize the data, since902

the difference between the unhomogenized urban and903

rural stations would on average be mostly due to ur-904

banization bias. So, for rural subsetting studies which905

use homogenization, the argument shifts from assess-906

ing the magnitude of urbanization bias in global tem-907

perature estimates (the focus of this article) to assess-908

ing the robustness of homogenization techniques. We909

question the reliability of these techniques in Paper910

III[2].911

3.3 Assuming evidence for “global912

warming” negates the913

urbanization bias problem914

It is often argued that urbanization bias is at most a915

minor problem for weather station estimates of global916

temperature trends because there are other indica-917

tors of “global warming” which would be unaffected918

by urbanization bias. For instance, in his rebuttal 919

of de Laat & Maurellis, 2006[102] and McKitrick & 920

Michaels, 2007[100], Schmidt, 2009 claims that “there 921

is significant independent evidence for warming in the 922

oceans, snow cover, sea ice extent changes, phenologi- 923

cal records etc. which are consistent with the land sta- 924

tion analyses”[110]. This common argument misses 925

the point, however. The problem is not in establish- 926

ing whether or not there have been periods of “global 927

warming”, but rather establishing how much of the 928

calculated global temperature trends are non-climatic 929

warming trends caused by urbanization bias. 930

The data sets described above by Schmidt, 2009 931

do suggest that there has been some global warming 932

since the 1970s. Qualitatively, this is in agreement 933

with the weather station-based global temperature 934

estimates of Figure 2. However, this does not mean 935

that the weather station-based estimates are unaf- 936

fected by urbanization bias. 937

Figure 6: Gridded mean temperature trends for the
subset of most rural stations (top) and most urban sta-
tions (middle) in the United States, with 11-point bi-
nomial smoothing. The bottom panel shows the time
periods covered by the various “global warming indica-
tors”. Individual station data is taken from the United
States Historical Climatology Network Version 2 unad-
justed dataset.

Figure 6 compares the gridded mean temperature 938
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Figure 7: Comparison of the difference between the ur-
ban and rural U.S. temperature trends of Figure 6 (top)
and the urban population growth for the U.S. (bottom),
as determined from U.S. Census figures (Table 7 of Ref.
[114], downloaded from http://www.census.gov).

trends of the most rural and most urban stations939

in the United States Historical Climatology Network940

(version 2, unadjusted) dataset, which we determined941

for Paper III[2]. Both subsets agree that there was a942

warming trend in the U.S. from the 1970s to 2000s.943

However, in the urban subset, the magnitude of this944

trend was significantly greater. Both subsets also945

showed a cooling trend from the 1930s to 1970s. But,946

in the urban subset, this cooling trend was signifi-947

cantly reduced. This indicates a significant warming948

bias in the urban subset, relative to the rural subset.949

From Figure 7, this bias seems to be roughly corre-950

lated to the growth in U.S. urban population since the951

late 19th century. This suggests that the differences952

between the subsets is urban related, and considering953

the evidence in Section 2, it seems likely that it is due954

to urbanization bias in the urban subset.955

This difference in trends between the urban and ru-956

ral U.S. subsets substantially changes the context of957

the 1970s to 2000s warming. In the urban subset, the958

1970s to 2000s warming implies a continuation of a959

general warming trend since at least the 1890s. This960

regional warming is consistent with the global warm-961

ing trends of Figure 2. However, for the rural subset,962

U.S. temperatures seem to have alternated between963

periods of warming and periods of cooling. In the ru-964

ral subset, U.S. temperatures during the 2000s were965

comparable to those during the 1930s. If urbanization966

bias is able to introduce such changes to the U.S. tem-967

perature trends of Figure 6, then it is plausible that968

it could have similarly introduced substantial changes 969

into the global temperature trends of Figure 2. 970

We have heard claims, on numerous occasions, 971

that there are many forms of evidence to corroborate 972

the “global warming” trends of the current weather 973

station-based estimates (i.e., those in Figure 2). With 974

this in mind, we carried out a very careful literature 975

review of the various “global warming indicators” we 976

could find, e.g., Arctic sea ice measurements, north- 977

ern hemisphere snow extents, ocean heat content esti- 978

mates. However, remarkably, we were unable to find 979

any of these indicators which could be used to con- 980

clude that the weather station-based estimates were 981

unaffected by urbanization bias. 982

As illustrated in Figure 6, most of the datasets used 983

as so-called global warming indicators only have a 984

few decades of data, and so cannot be used to, e.g., 985

compare temperatures in the 2000s to those in the 986

1930s. 987

For instance, it is true that the satellite estimates 988

of Arctic sea ice extent suggest a general decrease 989

“since records began”[115] (although interestingly not 990

for Antarctic sea ice). However, these records only 991

began in 1978. Similarly, satellite estimates of up- 992

per atmospheric air temperatures suggest there has 993

been “global warming”, but again these records only 994

began in 1978[116]. The weather balloon estimates 995

of upper atmospheric air temperatures extend fur- 996

ther back in time, but only gained reasonable cov- 997

erage in 1958[117]. Some researchers have tried to 998

estimate climate trends using glacier mass balance 999

measurements, e.g., Dyurgerov & Meier, 2000[118]. 1000

However, again, most of the glaciers which have been 1001

studied only have a few years of measurements, and 1002

before 1957/8 these measurements were only made 1003

at a few glaciers[118, 119]. Hence the Dyurgerov & 1004

Meier, 2000 study only focused on the 1961-1997 pe- 1005

riod[118]. 1006

The Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment 1007

(GRACE) has allowed some researchers to make de- 1008

tailed measurements of the Antarctic and Green- 1009

land ice sheets, e.g., Velicogna, 2009[120]. But, the 1010

GRACE satellites were only launched in 2002. Satel- 1011

lite estimates of the northern hemisphere snow cover 1012

extent only began in 1966[121] (Rutgers Snow Ex- 1013

tent Climate Data Record), while the Global Terres- 1014

trial Network for Permafrost, was only established in 1015

1999[122], and the ocean heat content estimates only 1016

begin in 1955[123]. 1017

This lack of data for the earlier part of the 20th 1018

century is understandable since the 20th century co- 1019
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incided with many technological advances. Hence,1020

our ability to monitor the climate system substan-1021

tially improved over the course of the 20th century.1022

In particular, there was a large increase in climate1023

observation networks around 1957/58, as part of the1024

International Geophysical Year (1957/58)[124]. Sim-1025

ilarly, another major increase occurred with the de-1026

velopment of satellite technology in the 1960s/1970s.1027

More recently, there have been further improve-1028

ments in monitoring climate systems during the 1990s1029

and 2000s6. However, even though these global1030

warming indicators all agree qualitatively with the1031

thermometer-based estimates that there has been1032

“global warming” since the 1970s, they do not tell1033

us what the magnitude of this warming has been. In-1034

deed, it can be seen from Figure 2 of Palmer et al.,1035

2010[123] that, while all of the current ocean heat1036

content estimates suggest a warming trend from the1037

1970s to 2000s, there is some disagreement over ex-1038

actly how much.1039

As another example, a large number of studies of1040

the biological response of different species of plants1041

and animals to annual seasons (“phenological stud-1042

ies”) have suggested that the start of spring has been1043

tending to occur earlier in the year in recent decades,1044

e.g., see Ref. [125]. However, again, most of these1045

studies are relatively short and only begin in the1046

1970s or later, e.g., the Menzel et al., 2006 meta-1047

analysis only considers the 1971-2000 period[126].1048

Studies which consider longer periods are sometimes1049

more ambiguous, e.g., Kozlov & Berlina, 2002 actu-1050

ally found a decline in the length of the summer sea-1051

son on the Kola peninsula in Russia over the period1052

1930-1998[127]. In addition, phenological studies do1053

not always provide as straightforward a relationship1054

to global temperatures, as is sometimes assumed. For1055

instance, studies which only consider the first flow-1056

ering dates of plants can be strongly influenced by1057

changes over the period of the study in either the1058

sample sizes or the sampling frequency[128]. Impor-1059

tantly for our discussion, urbanization bias is known1060

to cause earlier springs in urbanized areas[129].1061

Moreover, those few indicators which cover longer1062

periods do not necessarily agree with the weather1063

station-based estimates. For instance, Huss et al.,1064

2009 developed a relatively long (94-year) glacial1065

mass balance estimate for four glacial sites in the1066

6Ironically, many of the recent improvements in climate
monitoring have arisen out of concern that “global warm-
ing” was already occurring, e.g., the founding of the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change in 1988 - see http:

//www.ipcc.ch/docs/UNEP_GC-14_decision_IPCC_1987.pdf.

Swiss Alps, but found that “Snow and ice melt was 1067

stronger in the 1940s than in recent years, in spite 1068

of significantly higher air temperatures in the present 1069

decade”[130]. Their air temperature measurements 1070

were derived from weather station records. In other 1071

words, the mass balance analysis of Huss et al., 1072

2009 suggested that the 1940s were warmer than the 1073

weather station records implied. 1074

We did manage to find some indicators which 1075

covered a long enough period to assess the long- 1076

term trends of the weather station-based estimates - 1077

sea surface temperature/marine air temperature esti- 1078

mates; estimates of global sea level trends; studies of 1079

glacier lengths; and “multi-proxy” estimates of cen- 1080

tennial and millennial temperature trends. It is of- 1081

ten suggested that these longer datasets suggest simi- 1082

lar global temperature trends to the weather station- 1083

based estimates, implying that the weather station- 1084

based estimates are reliable, i.e., not particularly af- 1085

fected by urbanization bias. However, a close inspec- 1086

tion of these longer datasets reveals that each of them 1087

are known to be also affected by serious non-climatic 1088

biases and/or show substantial differences with the 1089

weather station-based estimates when the trends are 1090

directly compared. 1091

For instance, the various sea surface temperatures 1092

estimates[3, 5, 7, 131] apparently suggest similar 1093

trends to the weather station estimates. Indeed, 1094

many of the groups using weather station records 1095

to construct global temperature estimates also cre- 1096

ate global “land and sea” temperature estimates by 1097

combining their weather station-based “land” esti- 1098

mates with sea surface temperature estimates[3, 5, 7, 1099

131]. As we will discuss in Section 4.8, the Efthymi- 1100

adis & Jones, 2010[21] study was explicitly based on 1101

this. However, these sea surface temperature esti- 1102

mates are known to suffer from a number of serious 1103

biases[132–136], particularly for the early 20th cen- 1104

tury and earlier[5, 131, 137, 138]. It is unclear exactly 1105

what corrections need to be applied to them[132]. For 1106

instance, compare the 1995 [137] and 2011[138] ad- 1107

justments proposed by the Hadley Centre group, or 1108

consider the discussions of Matthews & Matthews, 1109

2012[135, 136]. Therefore, estimates of long-term 1110

temperature trends based on sea surface tempera- 1111

tures need to be treated cautiously. 1112

Some studies have used measurements of glacier 1113

lengths as a proxy for global temperatures, e.g., Oer- 1114

lemans, 2005[139]. Again, these studies suggest that 1115

there has been “global warming” since at least the 1116

19th century. However, before the 1950s, most of 1117
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these measurements were confined to Europe[119],1118

i.e., they do not provide “global” coverage. This is1119

important because many glaciers in Europe are be-1120

lieved to have gone through several periods of glacial1121

advance during the so-called “Little Ice Age”[140].1122

So, much of the glacial retreat in the 20th century1123

may have involved a reverting to pre-Little Ice Age1124

conditions. Moreover, while global warming could1125

cause glacial retreat, it is not the only cause of glacial1126

retreat[141]. Indeed, even in the absence of any1127

long-term climate change, we should expect glaciers1128

to alternate between periods of glacial advance and1129

glacial retreat[142]. Finally, it is worth noting that1130

even if we ignore these problems, a close inspection1131

of Oerlemans’ glacier length-based global tempera-1132

ture estimate actually suggests that the difference1133

between the two 20th century warm periods is less1134

than suggested by the weather station-based esti-1135

mates (see Figures 3B and S3 of Ref. [139]), i.e.,1136

Oerleman’s glacier length estimates show noticeably1137

less “global warming” in the 20th century than the1138

weather station-based estimates.1139

Although most of the available tidal gauges only1140

have data for the past few decades (e.g., since the1141

1950s), there are enough tidal gauges with relatively1142

long records that a number of researchers have con-1143

structed estimates of global sea level changes since the1144

early 20th century or earlier, e.g., Holgate, 2007[143]1145

or Church & White, 2006[144]. Most of these esti-1146

mates suggest a continuous global sea level rise of a1147

few mm/year since the start of the estimates. This1148

has been used as further evidence of 20th century1149

“global warming”, since Global Climate Models pre-1150

dict global warming should cause global sea levels to1151

rise[144].1152

The first problem with this “global warming indi-1153

cator” is that sea level rises do not actually prove1154

“global warming”. It is true that under global warm-1155

ing, it might be expected that sea levels would rise,1156

e.g., through thermal expansion of the oceans or1157

through extra melting of land ice. However, there1158

are many different factors involved in determining sea1159

levels, and so it is not actually possible to conclusively1160

attribute sea level rises or falls to global warming or1161

cooling. For example, studies such as Chao et al.,1162

2008[145] claim human dam building has led to an1163

underestimate of sea level rises due to global warm-1164

ing, while other studies, such as Wada et al, 2010[146]1165

argue that ground water extraction has led to an over-1166

estimate of sea level rises due to global warming.1167

But, a more challenging problem is that tidal1168

gauges can only be used to measure the relative sea 1169

level of a location. Stewart, 1989 cautioned that 1170

much of the apparent trend in the global sea level 1171

estimates constructed from tidal gauges might have 1172

nothing to do with climate change (e.g., global warm- 1173

ing), but instead be the result of the land to which 1174

the gauges are attached moving[147]. 1175

For instance, Syvitski et al., 2009 have found that 1176

many of the world’s largest deltas are subsiding due 1177

to local human activity, since they are often densely 1178

populated and/or heavily farmed[148]. If the land 1179

on which a tidal gauge is located subsides over part 1180

of its record, then this would mistakenly create the 1181

impression that the local sea levels are rising. If a 1182

large number of subsiding gauges are located around 1183

the world, this could easily introduce an apparent 1184

global sea level rise trend, which is purely an artefact 1185

of local subsidence. 1186

Similarly, tectonic activity can introduce substan- 1187

tial biases into tidal gauge records. Quite a few 1188

gauges are located in areas which are known to be 1189

tectonically active, e.g., western U.S.; New Zealand; 1190

the Mediterranean; the Gulf of Mexico. The land 1191

on which these gauges are sited may have undergone 1192

rises or falls during tectonic events over the course of 1193

their records. But, more significantly, many of the 1194

gauges are located on land which is near (or on) the 1195

boundaries between tectonic plates, e.g., the so-called 1196

“Pacific Ring of Fire” which roughly coincides with 1197

the Pacific Rim. Even if these gauges are located 1198

in regions which have not had many major tectonic 1199

events recently, much of the land near these bound- 1200

aries is gradually rising or falling at rates compara- 1201

ble to the apparent global sea level rise, i.e., a few 1202

mm/year. 1203

Several of the tidal gauge regions which might be 1204

considered relatively unaffected by tectonic activity 1205

are thought to be affected by a phenomenon known as 1206

Post Glacial Rebound (PGR), e.g., Scandinavia, the 1207

British Isles, northeast U.S. During the Last Glacial 1208

Maximum (∼ 20, 000 − 25, 000 years ago), many re- 1209

gions which are currently ice-free are thought to have 1210

been covered with large glaciers. It is believed that 1211

the weight of these glaciers led to deformations in 1212

the underlying tectonic plates, and that since they 1213

melted, the plates have been gradually readjusting to 1214

compensate, again at rates of up to several mm/year. 1215

The land in some regions, e.g., areas formerly un- 1216

der glaciers, should be rising (leading to apparent sea 1217

level falls), while other regions should be falling to 1218

compensate (leading to apparent sea level rises). Al- 1219
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though various “Glacial Isostatic Adjustment” (GIA)1220

models have been developed to account for these land1221

changes, they all involve a number of uncertain as-1222

sumptions, and the pros/cons of the different models1223

are still being debated in the literature[149]. So, it is1224

likely that some of the apparent global sea level rise is1225

due to researchers either failing to properly account1226

for this rebound, or else applying an inappropriate1227

glacial isostatic adjustment.1228

Partly to overcome these challenging problems as-1229

sociated with the tidal gauge estimates, a series of1230

satellites have been launched since 1992 with instru-1231

ments which can be used to monitor global sea levels.1232

The current satellite estimates of the global sea level1233

trends suggest that global sea levels have indeed been1234

rising (since at least 1992)[144]. Indeed, some studies1235

suggest that the rate is faster than estimated by the1236

tidal gauges, e.g., Church & White, 2006[144]. How-1237

ever, Mörner, 2004 noted that an early version of the1238

satellite-based global sea level estimates implied that1239

there was essentially no long-term trend, other than a1240

temporary rise during the late 1990s associated with1241

an unusual El Niño year[150].1242

Nerem et al., 2007 vehemently criticised Mörner,1243

2004 on the grounds that the version he had used1244

was based on the raw satellite data, and they argued1245

that several adjustments were needed to correct for1246

alleged biases in the raw data[151]. However, whether1247

these adjustments are valid or not, Mörner, 2008, is1248

correct to highlight the fact that most of the alleged1249

trend in the satellite estimates is due to artificial1250

theoretical/semi-empirical adjustments, rather than1251

pure experimental observation[152]. This means that1252

the claims that the satellites are detecting an unusual1253

global sea level rise need to be treated with consider-1254

able caution.1255

Considerable attention has been given to the vari-1256

ous proxy-based studies which use temperature prox-1257

ies such as tree ring measurements and lake sedi-1258

ments to estimate global (or hemispheric) temper-1259

ature trends on time-scales of centuries and even mil-1260

lennia, e.g., the Mann et al., 2008[153] or Ljungqvist,1261

2010[154] studies. We consider these studies in detail1262

in a separate paper[155]. In that article, we note1263

that there are still a number of unresolved uncer-1264

tainties which require careful consideration, before1265

the proxy-based estimates can be considered reliable.1266

However, for the purposes of the current article, it is1267

sufficient to point out just one critical problem - the1268

so-called “divergence problem” - many of the proxies1269

find 20th century temperatures peaked in the early-1270

to-mid 20th century[156], directly contradicting the 1271

current weather station estimates. 1272

The fact that there are problems with these longer 1273

estimates does not mean that they are without value. 1274

Some of these problems may be reduced, or overcome, 1275

with further research. But, until their uncertainties 1276

can be adequately reduced (particularly for before the 1277

mid-20th century), they need to be treated with con- 1278

siderable caution. For this reason, they are inade- 1279

quate for assessing the extent of urbanization bias in 1280

the weather station-based estimates. 1281

3.4 Assuming urbanization bias 1282

causes as much “urban cooling” 1283

as “urban warming” 1284

As we discussed in Section 2, urbanization bias is 1285

predominantly a warming bias. However, the au- 1286

thors of some of the studies appear to have decided 1287

that it also leads to major cooling biases[3, 11, 12, 1288

18, 22, 157]. For instance, Peterson, 2003 makes the 1289

claim that “Some urban stations are indeed warmer 1290

than nearby rural stations but almost the same num- 1291

ber are colder”. This belief seems to have led these 1292

researchers to be less critical of their own analysis 1293

when they failed to detect strong urban warming bi- 1294

ases - a result that should have been unexpected if 1295

they were more familiar with the urban heat island 1296

problem. 1297

It is true that under certain circumstances, ur- 1298

ban development can sometimes lead to cooler con- 1299

ditions. For instance, in dry, hot desert areas, ur- 1300

ban features can sometimes lead to cooler daytime 1301

temperatures[45, 158]. But, as we discuss in Paper 1302

II[1], these cases of “urban cooling” tend to be in 1303

the minority, and the main tendency of urban devel- 1304

opment seems to be towards urban warming. This 1305

can be seen from Figure 7, or indeed from the liter- 1306

ature review in Section 2. In addition, it is appar- 1307

ent from the fact that there is such interest in trying 1308

to modify urban planning and development to delib- 1309

erately counteract urban heat islands[158–161], e.g., 1310

see http://www.urbanheatislands.com/. If urban- 1311

ization bias were predominantly a cooling bias, then 1312

there should be no interest in trying to mitigate the 1313

magnitude of urban heat islands. 1314
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3.5 Relying on a single urbanization1315

threshold1316

Although it seems reasonable to suggest that the1317

magnitude of urban heat islands should generally in-1318

crease with increasing urbanization, the exact rela-1319

tionship seems to vary depending on the type of ur-1320

ban development, location within the urban area, and1321

the underlying climate of the area[23–26, 45]. In ad-1322

dition, urban development itself takes many different1323

forms, depending on the culture, history, types of ur-1324

ban activity in the region, etc.1325

This means that it is difficult to establish a single1326

“urbanization metric” that can universally identify1327

how urbanized a particular area is, let alone establish1328

the extent to which that area is affected by urbaniza-1329

tion bias.1330

Several different urbanization metrics have been1331

used for estimating how urbanized particular sta-1332

tions are, but often different metrics provide differ-1333

ent estimates. Many early studies of urbanization1334

bias relied on local population size as an approxima-1335

tion of the degree of urbanization, e.g., Karl et al.,1336

1988[32]. However, with advances in satellite tech-1337

nology, a number of gridded datasets have been de-1338

veloped for estimating urbanization using night-light1339

brightness[162], vegetation and land cover[75], Imper-1340

vious Surface Area (ISA)[45], or combinations of sev-1341

eral metrics, such as the “Moderate Resolution Imag-1342

ing Spectroradiometer” (MODIS) datasets[163].1343

There is often a considerable degree of overlap be-1344

tween different urbanization metrics, e.g., Imhoff et1345

al., 2010 found similar urban boundaries when us-1346

ing the 25% ISA threshold and the MODIS “Urban1347

Built-Up land” map[45]. However, so far, all of the1348

current metrics have their limitations. For instance,1349

Imhoff et al., 1997 calibrated night-light brightnesses1350

to U.S. energy use and developed a dataset which1351

was very successful at identifying urban boundaries1352

for the U.S.[162]. But, as we discuss in Paper II[1],1353

the U.S. has a particularly high per capita electricity1354

usage, and so this U.S. calibrated dataset seriously1355

underestimates the degree of urbanization of other1356

countries.1357

Unfortunately, most of the ten sets of studies only1358

used one metric for distinguishing urban and rural1359

stations, and just used a single threshold value of1360

that metric for describing all stations: Hansen &1361

Lebedeff, 1987 defined a station as being “urban” if1362

it had an associated 1970s population greater than1363

100,000. Otherwise, it was considered “rural”[13].1364

Easterling et al., 1997 used a similar approach, but1365

used a population threshold of 50,000[16]. Peterson, 1366

2003[18] and Wickham et al., 2013[22] used different 1367

metrics (night-light brightness and MODIS, respec- 1368

tively), but again just used a single threshold value to 1369

distinguish between urban and rural stations. Parker 1370

2004 & 2006[19, 20] considered a few threshold values 1371

for his windy-calm sub-setting experiments, but for 1372

each experiment, only allowed one value. 1373

The Hansen et al. studies considered two differ- 1374

ent metrics, but only used one at a time - Hansen et 1375

al., 1999 used a population-based metric[11]; Hansen 1376

et al., 2010 used a night-light brightness metric[3]; 1377

while Hansen et al., 2001 used a night-light brightness 1378

metric for their U.S. stations and a population-based 1379

metric for the rest of their stations[12]. Peterson et 1380

al., 1999 was the only one of the studies which used 1381

more than one metric simultaneously for evaluating 1382

their stations, but again they only allowed two pos- 1383

sibilities for a station - if a station had a low night- 1384

light brightness and a low associated population, then 1385

it was considered “rural”, otherwise it was not[17]. 1386

Hansen et al., 1999 did allow three values for their 1387

stations - if a station had an associated population 1388

less than 10,000 it was considered “rural”; if it was 1389

greater than 50,000 it was considered “urban”; but if 1390

it had an intermediate population it was considered 1391

a “small town” station[11]. However, in their subse- 1392

quent studies, Hansen et al. combined their “small 1393

town” and “urban” categories, i.e., they only consid- 1394

ered two categories[3, 12]. 1395

There are several problems with just using a single 1396

metric and threshold value for assessing the urban- 1397

ization of stations. 1398

Firstly, it does not allow for the fact that urbaniza- 1399

tion development is generally a progressive and con- 1400

tinuous process. The magnitude of the urbanization 1401

bias at a station should in general increase over time, 1402

as the area becomes increasingly urbanized. But, this 1403

process would vary over time, and so the extent of 1404

bias in a given record depends not just on the cur- 1405

rent urban heat island, but also on how that urban 1406

heat island expanded over the course of the record[34, 1407

61], as we discussed in Section 2.2. 1408

Some studies which use a population-based met- 1409

ric have used population growth as a metric, rather 1410

than the populations at a fixed time, e.g., Karl et al., 1411

1988[32] or Hausfather et al., 2013[164]. However, 1412

this requires a dataset which can compare popula- 1413

tions over time, and so is only possible for regions 1414

which have carried out regular censuses for a long 1415

enough period, e.g., the U.S. 1416
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Since most of the satellite-based metrics are only1417

based on an analysis over a relatively short period,1418

most researchers using these metrics have instead1419

taken the approach of assuming that, if a station is1420

currently rural it always was and is unaffected by1421

urbanization bias, but if it is currently urban, and1422

its record is sufficiently long, then it is probably af-1423

fected to some extent by urbanization bias[22]. This1424

is an understandable approximation, but it should1425

be recognised that it is a very crude one. As we dis-1426

cussed in Section 2.2, the history of urban develop-1427

ment at a station is more relevant for studying ur-1428

banization bias than the size of the current urban1429

heat island. Also, it is important to remember that1430

a station which is currently rural may well have been1431

moved from an earlier urban location.1432

A second problem with using a single threshold is1433

that values which are too strict will reduce the num-1434

ber of “rural” stations so much that the analysis will1435

lose significance, while using a threshold which is too1436

lax will result in many stations which are suffering1437

from urbanization bias being treated as “rural”. A1438

third problem is that the threshold may be inaccurate1439

under certain circumstances. We mentioned above1440

that some metrics, such as night-brightness, have dif-1441

ferent relationships to actual urbanization, depending1442

on the characteristics of individual nations. We also1443

mentioned that all satellite-based metrics require that1444

the station co-ordinates assigned to each station are1445

accurate, but that this is not always the case. Static1446

population-based metrics (as opposed to population1447

growth-based) often only provide crude estimates of1448

urbanization bias, because the strength of an urban1449

heat island depends on the location in the urban area,1450

e.g., a station near the centre of a small town might1451

be affected by a larger urban heat island than a sta-1452

tion on the outskirts of a large town.1453

We appreciate the motivation for using a single1454

metric and threshold for studying urbanization bias -1455

it is much easier, and requires a lot less effort. How-1456

ever, it seriously limits the detection ability of such1457

studies. We recommend that future studies use more1458

flexible approaches. Stewart & Oke, 2012[39]’s rec-1459

ommendation that researchers use a variety of ther-1460

mal climate zones for describing the urbanization of1461

stations would certainly allow a more nuanced iden-1462

tification of the different degrees of bias at individual1463

stations, although it would probably require a de-1464

tailed inspection of each station being studied7, and1465

7Ideally, this would be done by on-site inspection. But, rea-
sonable estimates may be possible using satellite imagery soft-

so might require too much work for a global tem- 1466

perature analysis using several thousand stations. A 1467

simpler, but still useful, approach might be to use 1468

a scale which allows different levels of urbanization 1469

from very rural to heavily urbanized. Imhoff et al., 1470

2010 took this approach and defined areas as having 1471

one of five different levels of urbanization[45]. 1472

In much of our analysis in this series of papers, 1473

we used the same metrics used by Peterson et al., 1474

1999, i.e., the night-brightness and population values 1475

associated with each station in the Global Historical 1476

Climatology Network dataset. However, we combine 1477

these metrics to provide three possible values for each 1478

station - a station is “rural” if it is identified as ru- 1479

ral by both metrics, “urban” if it is identified as ur- 1480

ban by both metrics, and otherwise “intermediate”. 1481

We believe this offers a more nuanced approach than 1482

that taken by the ten sets of studies described here. 1483

But, we suspect further refinement of the urbaniza- 1484

tion identification process would yield more reliable 1485

estimates of the extent of urbanization bias in current 1486

global temperature estimates. 1487

4 Reassessment of the studies 1488

claiming urbanization bias is 1489

small or negligible 1490

4.1 Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987 1491

As well as constructing their standard global tem- 1492

perature estimate, Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987 [13] also 1493

constructed another estimate based on a “rural” sub- 1494

set of stations. This subset consisted of all their sta- 1495

tions which were not associated with a city with a 1496

1970s population greater than 100,000. 1497

Their estimated temperature difference between 1498

1880-1885 and 1980-1985 was reduced from 0.7◦C in 1499

the full set to 0.6◦C in the rural subset[13]. They 1500

concluded that the difference of 0.1◦C was due to ur- 1501

banization bias, and guessed that the remaining bias 1502

(stations with 1970s populations less than 100,000) 1503

would not be any greater. Hence, they estimated 1504

an upper bound of 0.2◦C/century of their estimated 1505

global warming, i.e., less than 30%, was due to urban 1506

bias. 1507

Their estimate of the urbanization bias is actually 1508

quite substantial relative to the conclusions of the 1509

other studies being reassessed in this article - a bias 1510

ware, such as Google Earth, provided the station co-ordinates
are accurate.
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of 0.2◦C/century in a trend of 0.7◦C/century corre-1511

sponds to a bias of ∼ 28.6%. Moreover, presumably it1512

would be greater now following the increase in world-1513

wide urbanization since the early 1980s (see Figure1514

2). Nonetheless, Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987 used it1515

to conclude that the urbanization bias in their es-1516

timates was small[13]. Indeed, Hansen used an up-1517

date of this estimate in his high-profile testimony to1518

a 1988 U.S. Senate Committee to conclude that his1519

calculated global warming was not natural, but an-1520

thropogenic, due to increasing atmospheric carbon1521

dioxide (CO2) concentrations[165].1522

Since the stations and station data used by Hansen1523

& Lebedeff, 1987 are not publicly available, it is dif-1524

ficult to properly assess how robust Hansen & Lebe-1525

deff’s analysis was. However, Karl & Jones, 1989[73]1526

were provided with such information for their analy-1527

sis of the U.S., and their study offers some insight. As1528

we will discuss in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, Karl & Jones,1529

1989 were attempting to estimate the magnitude of1530

urbanization bias in then-current global temperature1531

estimates. They compared Karl et al., 1988’s mostly-1532

rural high density U.S. station network (which had1533

been adjusted to account for urbanization bias) to1534

the U.S. trends of both the Jones estimate [166, 167]1535

and the Hansen & Lebedeff estimate.1536

Karl & Jones’ analysis suggested that Hansen &1537

Lebedeff’s estimates left a substantial 0.3 − 0.4◦C of1538

urban bias for the period 1901-848 for the U.S.[73].1539

Hansen & Lebedeff were unable to detect this bias in1540

their sub-setting experiments[13]. So, this suggests1541

the sub-setting experiments carried out by Hansen &1542

Lebedeff, 1987 were inadequate.1543

Balling & Idso also developed population-adjusted1544

temperature trend estimates for the U.S.[34]. When1545

they calculated the 1920-1984 temperature trends for1546

the eastern portion of the U.S. (box 16 of Hansen &1547

Lebedeff’s analysis), they got a 64-year cooling trend1548

of −0.39◦C, however Hansen & Lebedeff only pro-1549

duced a cooling trend of −0.02◦C for that period.1550

This suggested a warming bias of +0.37◦C/64 years1551

(+0.58◦C/century)[34].1552

Christy & Goodridge, 1995 [77] compared their1553

own archive of 112 relatively-long (covering at least1554

1910-1989) stations for the western U.S. state of Cal-1555

ifornia to Hansen & Lebedeff’s California records.1556

They found that Hansen & Lebedeff only used 61557

stations of comparable length (5 of these stations1558

were also in Christy & Goodridge’s archive), and1559

8In contrast, they estimated the bias in the Jones estimate
to only be ∼ 0.1◦C over the period 1901-84 - see Section 4.3.

the trends for each of those stations all showed more 1560

warming than at least half of the stations in Christy 1561

& Goodridge’s archive. Three of Hansen & Lebed- 1562

eff’s long California station records (i.e., half) showed 1563

more warming than the 90th percentile of Christy & 1564

Goodridge’s archive. In other words, the stations se- 1565

lected by Hansen & Lebedeff showed more warming 1566

than average (for California at least). This suggests 1567

that, even if the most urbanized stations were suc- 1568

cessfully removed in Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987’s sub- 1569

setting experiments, many of the remaining stations 1570

could have still been biased warm. 1571

4.2 Wigley & Jones, 1988 1572

In the 1980s, Jones et al. published an early version 1573

of the Climate Research Unit’s current global temper- 1574

ature estimates, which was based on what was known 1575

as the “Jones dataset”[166–170]. By making site-by- 1576

site comparisons between pairs of stations, they be- 1577

lieved[166–170] that they had successfully identified 1578

and corrected for spurious, non-climatic temperature 1579

changes (due to station moves, changes in instrumen- 1580

tation, etc.) in the Jones dataset. 1581

They also believed they had detected those artifi- 1582

cial trends which were due to urban warming, and 1583

to have explicitly removed them from their dataset. 1584

They identified 41 stations which were already show- 1585

ing strong urban warming by 1984: 38 in the North- 1586

ern Hemisphere and 3 in the Southern Hemisphere. 1587

Presumably these effects would be stronger and more 1588

widespread now. 1589

Wood, 1988 expressed concern that this approach 1590

had been insufficient[33]. This elicited a rather 1591

heated response from Wigley & Jones of the Climate 1592

Research Unit [14], who claimed that “The arguments 1593

presented by Wood and his criticisms of the methods 1594

used by Jones et al. are largely fallacious and are 1595

generally based on misconceptions and unwarranted 1596

assumptions”. But, it appears that they seriously 1597

misread Wood, 1988 when making their attempted 1598

rebuttal. As will be discussed below, many of Wood’s 1599

concerns were valid (and still are). 1600

With this in mind, it is worth systematically com- 1601

paring the alleged “errors” Wigley & Jones’ claimed 1602

to have identified in Wood’s article, with the claims 1603

Wood had actually made. Wigley & Jones claimed 1604

to have found 9 errors in Wood’s analysis: 1605

Alleged “errors” in Wood’s analysis 1606

1. Wigley & Jones: “Wood states that, in the 1607
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Jones et al. (1985) work, the Urban warming was1608

clearly identified at only 38 stations out of 2666.1609

This is a serious distortion of the facts. Station1610

records were examined for non-climatic trends (of any1611

type, not necessarily just urban warming trends) only1612

after examination for other types of error. Many1613

records which may have had urban warming trends1614

were removed for other reasons during these earlier1615

error detection stages” [Emphasis added in bold.]1616

However, Wood had actually made a different1617

statement:1618

Wood: “Urban warming was clearly identified1619

at 38 stations out of 2666 for the Northern Hemi-1620

sphere... Additional stations that experienced urban1621

warming may have been removed from the data set1622

for other reasons (such as uncorrectable changes in1623

instrumentation or observation times), although this1624

cannot be determined from the published station de-1625

tails.”1626

2. Wigley & Jones: “Wood suggests the possibil-1627

ity that all neighbouring stations used for comparison1628

may have had similar urban warming trends. This is1629

unlikely.” [Emphasis added in bold.]1630

At no point, did Wood suggest that all neighbour-1631

ing stations were biased:1632

Wood: “One possibility is that for a significant1633

number of locations, neighbouring stations also may1634

have experienced urban warming, so that station com-1635

parisons obscured some or all of the warming bias.1636

This could be particularly the case when urban sta-1637

tions are compared with other urban stations or with1638

suburban or smaller city stations that may, nonethe-1639

less, experience significant warming bias themselves.”1640

3. Wigley & Jones: “Wood implies that urban1641

warming is correlated with population growth. While1642

this is true qualitatively, the correlation between the1643

rate of warming and the rate of population growth1644

is not strong. Karl et al. (1988) have shown that,1645

for cities with populations below 100 000, population1646

accounts for only up to 4% of the daily mean temper-1647

ature difference between urban and neighbouring rural1648

sites.”1649

This is a puzzling statement, as Karl et al., 1988[32]1650

had reached the opposite conclusion: “Urbanization1651

has influenced the climate records of even small towns1652

in the United States.”1653

4. Wigley & Jones: “Wood implies that all sites1654

with a location label identifiable with an urban centre1655

are, in fact, representative of a centrally-located site.1656

This is wrong. Many such sites are, in fact, in loca-1657

tions peripheral to the urban centres from which they1658

take their names and are located in regions which may 1659

have undergone only minor changes in their environ- 1660

ments.” 1661

But, Wood had not implied that. Instead, he had 1662

noted the valid point that: 1663

Wood: “Many land stations are located in or near 1664

areas that have become increasingly urbanized during 1665

the twentieth century, and thus the temperature data, 1666

if uncorrected, will reflect a gradual warming associ- 1667

ated with urbanization.” [Emphasis added in bold.] 1668

5. Wigley & Jones: “Wood notes (following 1669

Kukla et al., 1986) that even peripheral sites may 1670

show urban warming effects. This is correct, but irrel- 1671

evant. In our analyses, such sites were most probably 1672

eliminated in the early stages since none remained in 1673

the final testing for spurious trends. For example, the 1674

Puerto Rico site mentioned by Wood and examined by 1675

Duchon (1986) did not survive our various tests. In 1676

contrast to Duchon, however, we interpreted the ap- 1677

parent trend as a step change of 0.8◦C around 1970 1678

and corrected the record accordingly.” 1679

Wigley & Jones appear to have been confused 1680

about why Wood mentioned San Juan (“the Puerto 1681

Rico site”). Wood was discussing the problem (still 1682

unresolved[53, 80, 171]) of whether airport weather 1683

stations should be regarded as “rural” or “urban”. 1684

This is an important issue since many of the current 1685

weather stations (both rural and urban) are located 1686

at airports. With that in mind, referred to Duchon’s 1687

study of San Juan airport[172]: 1688

Wood: “Another potential problem mentioned by 1689

Kukla et al. (1986) is that stations located (or relo- 1690

cated) at airports, once thought to be relatively free 1691

of urban warming, may have experienced increased 1692

urban warming in recent decades due to growth in 1693

and around airports. A recent analysis of San Juan, 1694

Puerto Rico international airport station suggests a 1695

substantial urban warming of about 0.8◦C per decade 1696

since 1956, presumably resulting from runway and 1697

terminal facilities expansion plus adjacent residential 1698

and commercial development (Duchon, 1986). This 1699

suggests the need to carefully examine airport stations 1700

for previously undetected urban warming.” 1701

6. Wigley & Jones: “Wood suggests that the 1702

detection threshold used by Jones et al., in the last 1703

analysis stage may have been too high. He notes that 1704

the 1881-1980 trend difference in the 38 relevant pairs 1705

was 0.89◦C. This number is correct, but it is irrele- 1706

vant and bears no direct relationship to the threshold 1707

used by Jones et al.” 1708

The value 0.89◦C was indeed irrelevant to Wood’s 1709
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discussion of the Jones et al. threshold, but it was1710

not mentioned there:1711

Wood: “While the actual detection threshold used1712

by Jones et al. (1986a, 1985) cannot be deter-1713

mined from the published station details, the 38 sta-1714

tions identified as exhibiting urban warming collec-1715

tively increased by 1.2◦C over the 1881-1980 period,1716

more than double the mean for all stations, and more1717

than three times the 0.33◦C warming measured at 381718

neighbouring stations thought to be free of warming1719

bias. Thus stations exhibiting a lesser but still signifi-1720

cant degree of urban warming relative to neighbouring1721

stations may not have been identified and removed.”1722

Instead, he mentioned it (or rather the slightly dif-1723

ferent value of 0.87◦C) in the next point, where it1724

was relevant:1725

Wood: Actually, the 0.87◦C average warming for1726

the period 1881-1980 (1.20◦C less 0.33◦C) due to1727

urban heat island effects for the 38 stations trans-1728

lates to about 0.009◦C warming per year or 0.09◦C1729

per decade. This is towards the lower end of urban1730

warming rates identified in a variety of independent1731

research studies.”1732

7. Wigley & Jones: “Wood states that, of the1733

34 city sites used in the Kukla et al., (1986) analysis,1734

23 appear in the Jones et al. (1985) work, but only1735

three of these were eliminated ‘on the basis of urban1736

warming’. This is a misleading statement. In fact, of1737

Kukla et al.’s 34 city sites, only ten were used with-1738

out correction. In other words, our analyses showed1739

that the annual mean data for these ten sites showed1740

no appreciable urban warming effect. This result is1741

not incompatible with Kukla et al.’s work. Of the re-1742

maining thirteen, eight were corrected and five were1743

eliminated from the data set. Of these five, three were1744

eliminated solely because of spurious warming trends.1745

Spurious warming trends were not the sole basis for1746

eliminating stations, only the last criterion used.”1747

However, Wood was not disputing the notion that1748

Jones et al. might have removed additional stations1749

which had urban warming in their earlier stages. He1750

was merely pointing out that of 23 stations identi-1751

fied by another research group as “urban” (Kukla et1752

al.[31]), Jones et al. had only explicitly identified1753

three of them as “urban”, and that there was not1754

enough published information to explain why:1755

Wood: “Of the 34 urban station locations studied1756

by Kukla et al., 11 were not in the Jones et al. data1757

set and of the 23 that were, only three (Denver, CO;1758

Oklahoma City, OK; Tucson, AZ) were identified and1759

removed by Jones et al., on the basis of urban warm-1760

ing. A definitive comparison requires analysis of the 1761

detailed station data (not available in the published 1762

works), and presumes that urban stations listed by 1763

Kukla et al. and Jones et al. under the same name 1764

are in fact the same stations.” 1765

8. Wigley & Jones: “Wood notes that some sta- 1766

tions lacked neighbouring sites for intercomparisons. 1767

This is certainly true; it is noted in the original paper 1768

by Jones et al. (1985). However, just because Jones 1769

et al. (1985) do not list a comparison station does not 1770

mean that no intercomparisons were made. Indeed 1771

for places like the Peoples Republic of China, exten- 1772

sive intercomparisons were made. This work was still 1773

in progress when Jones et al. (1985) was written.” 1774

Wood was merely evaluating the Jones et al. anal- 1775

ysis on the basis of published data. It is hardly 1776

an “error” on Woods behalf that he could not find 1777

inter-comparisons for the Peoples Republic of China 1778

(and other stations), if Jones et al. had not made 1779

them public. Indeed, the still unpublished Chinese 1780

inter-comparisons would be of importance today, be- 1781

cause as will be discussed in Section 4.3, genuinely 1782

rural Chinese stations are very rare and most “ru- 1783

ral - urban” inter-comparison studies in China are 1784

actually “strongly urban - moderately urban” inter- 1785

comparisons. 1786

9. Wigley & Jones: “Wood notes that some 1787

of our U.S. station comparisons involved pairs that 1788

were some distance from each other. This is only 1789

true for the earlier parts of the record. Even then, 1790

comparisons were always made between stations with 1791

well-correlated inter-annual variations, so the dis- 1792

tance criticism is a red herring.” 1793

Wigley & Jones may have personally felt this was 1794

“a red herring”, but we still agree with Wood’s sug- 1795

gestion that “(w)hether such stations are really suit- 1796

able for the detection of urban warming” at the very 1797

least “warrants attention”. 1798

Was Wood wrong? 1799

It is unfortunate that Wigley & Jones were unable to 1800

address Wood’s actual concerns. However, it must 1801

be acknowledged that, subsequently, Jones et al., 1802

1989[94] did discuss in more detail some of the is- 1803

sues raised in point #7, i.e., the differences between 1804

Kukla et al., 1986[31] and the Jones et al., 1986[166] 1805

U.S. component. 1806

Jones et al., 1989 also revealed a previously un- 1807

published detail, i.e., how stations were identified as 1808

having “urban warming” in the Jones dataset. They 1809

had looked for: “stations that exhibited the ‘classic’ 1810
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urban warming effect: a steady, quasi-linear rise in1811

temperature in comparison to neighbouring stations.”1812

Stations which did not show this particular behaviour1813

were assumed to be unaffected by urbanization bias.1814

This perhaps explains why their approach failed1815

to detect many urban heat islands outside of North1816

America; only 10 of the 41 stations identifed by Jones1817

et al. as having urbanization bias were outside North1818

America. 1046 out of their 2666 Northern Hemi-1819

sphere stations (39%) were located in North Amer-1820

ica[166]. This meant that there was a very high den-1821

sity of stations there, and hence a lot of stations1822

would have several nearby stations that could be used1823

for comparison.1824

In contrast, the rest of the world had a much lower1825

density, meaning that stations often would only be1826

compared to distant “neighbours”. If we consider the1827

record for Moscow, Russia (Figure 8), we find several1828

large step changes, which probably are non-climatic1829

in between gaps in the early part of the record. But,1830

after 1880, we find a steady, quasi-linear rise in tem-1831

perature. By itself, this would appear to be a per-1832

fect example of Jones et al., 1989’s definition of an1833

urban warming effect, and indeed Lokoshchenko &1834

Isaev, 2003 noted a substantial urban heat island1835

for Moscow city[173]. However, because Jones et al.1836

did not have any nearby stations with a long enough1837

record, they had to use two stations nearly 1000km1838

away for their comparisons - Riga (c. 850km away)1839

and Arkangelsk (c. 980km away)[170].1840

Figure 8: Annual 1781-1984 mean temperatures for
the Moscow, Russia station. Thick red line corre-
sponds to 11-point binomial smoothed average. Data
taken from the Climate Research Unit’s 1991 dataset:
http://cdiac.ornl.gov/ftp/ndp020/.

Compared to Riga (which showed no significant1841

trend), the Moscow station would have shown a “1842

‘classic’ urban warming effect”. But, compared to1843

Arkhangelsk (which showed warming in the early1844

20th century, then cooling until about 1970), the dif-1845

ference would not be a simple, “steady, quasi-linear1846

rise in temperature” - see Figure 9. In other words, 1847

the Moscow station did not meet Jones et al.’s cri- 1848

teria for identifying stations biased by urban warm- 1849

ing. The station was therefore included in the Jones 1850

dataset, without any urban warming correction, and 1851

its steady, quasi-linear rise in temperature was im- 1852

plicitly assumed to be “climatic”. 1853

Figure 9: Annual temperatures for the two sta-
tions Jones et al. used for assessing the Moskva
(Moscow, Russia) station and the corresponding dif-
ference series. Thick red lines correspond to 11-
point binomial smoothed averages. Data adapted
from the Climate Research Unit’s 1991 dataset:
http://cdiac.ornl.gov/ftp/ndp020/

Their method appeared to work relatively well for 1854

the U.S. since, according to Karl & Jones, 1989, the 1855

urban bias remaining in the Climate Research Unit 1856

estimate for the US was only of the order of 0.1◦C 1857

over the period 1901-84[73]. In comparison, the God- 1858

dard Institute for Space Studies’ then approach[13] 1859

apparently left 0.3-0.4◦C of urban bias for the U.S 1860

(see Section 4.1). However, since Jones et al. were 1861

only able to identify 10 stations as being affected 1862

by “urban warming” outside of North America, it is 1863

likely that their detection method was too weak for 1864

the rest of the world. In Section 4.3, a later assess- 1865

ment of the urbanization bias in the Jones dataset is 1866

considered. 1867
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It is worth noting that, for their current global tem-1868

perature estimates, the Climate Research Unit have1869

not carried out any further explicit urbanization ad-1870

justments other than the ones Wood, 1988 was eval-1871

uating[33]. Instead, the Climate Research Unit now1872

assume that the data providers they receive the rest1873

of their station data from have already removed any1874

non-climatic biases from the data[174]. It should1875

be clear from the discussion throughout this paper1876

that this is an unwise assumption. In addition, ur-1877

banization has actually accelerated since the 1980s1878

(Figure 2), so even if their adjustments in the early1879

1980s[166–170] were as comprehensive as Wigley &1880

Jones, 1988 claimed[14], they would be seriously out-1881

dated by now.1882

4.3 Jones et al., 19901883

Jones et al., 1989[94] compared the U.S. subset of the1884

Jones dataset (Section 4.2) to Karl et al., 1988[32]’s1885

mostly rural U.S. dataset (mentioned in Section 2.4),1886

which had been adjusted to remove urbanization bias1887

(using city populations as a metric for urbanization).1888

They found that the Jones version showed 0.15◦C1889

more warming over the period 1901-84 than Karl et1890

al.’s most reliable subset, although only 0.08◦C more1891

warming than a less reliable subset of Karl et al.’s.1892

Jones et al., 1989 therefore decided that the urban-1893

ization bias in the U.S. subset of the Jones dataset1894

was about 0.1◦C over the period 1901-84. They1895

guessed that the bias for the rest of the world might1896

not be any bigger than this[94], but recommended1897

that more work be carried out.1898

Karl & Jones, 1989[73] were more cautious. They1899

calculated a similar estimate for the U.S. subset of the1900

Jones dataset. However, for the U.S., this accounted1901

for much of the “warming trend”. Indeed, the U.S.1902

appeared to show a “cooling trend” since the 1930s.1903

They also noted that urban heat islands were sub-1904

stantial in many parts of the world, outside the U.S.1905

This suggested the possibility that much of the 0.4◦C1906

warming trend for 1901-84 for the rest of the world1907

in the Jones dataset could also be biased by urban1908

warming[73].1909

Jones et al., 1990[15] therefore attempted to carry1910

out estimates of the urban bias for three regions out-1911

side the U.S.: western U.S.S.R., eastern Australia1912

and eastern China. They attempted to select mostly1913

rural networks for each of those regions and compared1914

them to both the Jones dataset and Vinnikov et al.,1915

1990[175, 176]’s dataset (a predecessor of the Lugina1916

et al., 2006 dataset[6]).1917

All networks showed a cooling trend for western 1918

U.S.S.R. over the 1930-87 period. However, the Jones 1919

subset showed less cooling (∼ -0.1◦C) than the rural 1920

and Vinnikov subsets (∼ -0.2◦C). 1921

For eastern China, they constructed two networks 1922

- one highly urbanized and one moderately urbanized 1923

(which they considered “rural”). The networks only 1924

covered the period 1954-83. For the rural network, 1925

peak temperatures occurred in the 1960s, but yielded 1926

a warming linear trend of 0.23◦C. This was consider- 1927

ably less than the highly urbanized network’s linear 1928

trend of 0.39◦C, however was greater than the linear 1929

trends for the other two datasets, Jones (0.19◦C) and 1930

Vinnikov et al. (0.13◦C). 1931

The Australian subsets showed the most warming 1932

of any of the subsets (including the U.S. subsets of 1933

Jones et al., 1989[73, 94]). However, while the Jones 1934

subset showed more warming (0.60◦C over the pe- 1935

riod 1930-88) than the rural subset (0.56◦C over the 1936

period 1930-88), it was not by much. The Vinnikov 1937

et al. subset was comparable to the rural subset, 1938

although calculated over a slightly different period 1939

(0.55◦C over the period 1930-87). 1940

Because the differences in the linear trends of the 1941

“rural” subsets and the Jones and Vinnikov et al. 1942

equivalents were small for the periods considered, 1943

Jones et al., 1990 concluded that the Jones and Vin- 1944

nikov et al. datasets were not overly affected by ur- 1945

ban warming for those regions[15]. They then ex- 1946

trapolated that conclusion to assume that their hemi- 1947

spheric estimates were not overly affected by urban 1948

warming either. 1949

There are at least three major flaws in the Jones 1950

et al., 1990 analysis. 1951

First, was their extensive reliance on linear trends 1952

of their various subsets in their comparison. We dis- 1953

cussed in Section 3.1 how using linear trends to de- 1954

scribing data with strong non-linear trends can pro- 1955

vide very misleading results. From Figure 10, we can 1956

see that all of these subsets were dominated by non- 1957

linear trends. This is also evident from the fact that 1958

the only linear trends which were statistically signifi- 1959

cant were the Australian subsets and their urban Chi- 1960

nese subset. Hence, it is difficult to see that “linear” 1961

trend values have any relevance for such analysis. 1962

Second, the particular subsets and periods Jones 1963

et al., 1990 considered (with the possible exception 1964

of Australia) did not show the strong warming trends 1965

of Jones et al. and Vinnikov et al.’s hemispheric esti- 1966

mates that were under contention. This can be seen 1967

by comparing the subset trends of Figure 10 to the 1968
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Figure 10: Temperature trends from “the Jones
dataset” for the four regions considered by Jones et al.,
1990[15]. The periods considered by Jones et al., 1990
for each of the regions are highlighted. Thick lines cor-
respond to 11-point binomial smoothed averages. Data
adapted from the Climate Research Unit’s 1991 dataset:
http://cdiac.ornl.gov/ftp/ndp020/ .

hemispheric trends in Figure 11.1969

Failing to detect unusual “urban” warming in sub-1970

sets which do not themselves show much warming1971

tells us nothing about how much the global and hemi-1972

spheric estimates (which do show strong warming1973

trends) are biased by urban warming. Hence, Jones1974

et al., 1990’s conclusion that the U.S. urban bias of1975

∼ 0.15◦C over the period 1901-84 represents an up-1976

per bound for their hemispheric estimates is unwar-1977

ranted. Their belief that the overall bias is even less,1978

i.e., < 0.05◦C, appears to be based on wishful think-1979

ing, rather than any scientific basis.1980

Third, later research has suggested some problems1981

(or at least uncertainties) with the subsets used by1982

Jones et al., 1990:1983

Wang et al., 1990 [84] were unclear how Jones et1984

al., 1990 had concluded the eastern China data were1985

unaffected by urbanization bias, as they had found1986

Figure 11: Northern and southern hemispheric temper-
ature trend estimates of Jones et al., 1986[166, 168] and
Vinnikov et al., 1990[176]. Thick lines correspond to
11-point binomial smoothed averages. Jones et al., es-
timates downloaded from http://cdiac.ornl.gov/

ftp/ndp003/ . Vinnikov et al. estimates transcribed
from Vinnikov et al., 1990[176].

the exact opposite. They noted that genuinely rural 1987

stations with useful, long records were very rare in 1988

China. As a result, Jones et al.’s “rural” Chinese 1989

stations were not truly rural, and so were also likely to 1990

be affected by urbanization bias. Even still, Wang et 1991

al. found substantial urban biases between the least 1992

urbanized stations and the most urbanized stations. 1993

It is possible that the confusion between Wang et 1994

al., 1990 and Jones et al., 1990, who both appear 1995

to have used similar (possibly identical9) datasets, is 1996

due to Jones et al., 1990’s reliance on linear trends 1997

for their comparison. The Jones and Vinnikov et al. 1998

Chinese subsets showed smaller linear trends over the 1999

period 1954-1983 than the rural and urban subsets 2000

from both studies[15, 84]. Jones et al., 1990 appear 2001

to have interpreted this as meaning the Jones & Vin- 2002

nikov et al. datasets were not affected by urban bias. 2003

However, as we mentioned above, linear trends are 2004

somewhat arbitrary for non-linear datasets such as 2005

these. Indeed, only one of the linear trend values cal- 2006

9See the Climate Audit blog for some discussion of the
datasets.
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culated by Jones et al., 1990 for the Chinese network2007

was statistically significant (the “urban” subset), con-2008

firming that such comparisons are irrelevant.2009

Li et al.[177, 178] recently reached a similar conclu-2010

sion to Jones et al., 1990 for China. However, most2011

studies now acknowledge that a substantial portion2012

of the recent warming in China is urban-related, in-2013

cluding a recent study with the same lead author as2014

Jones et al., 1990, i.e., Jones et al., 2008 [56]. See2015

the introduction to Yang et al., 2011 [88] for a recent2016

review.2017

Rural-urban comparisons are also difficult in Aus-2018

tralia, since most of the urban areas are coastal, and2019

most of the long station records are from urban sta-2020

tions[69]. Coughlan et al., 1990 found that stations2021

in Australia’s largest urban areas showed very strong2022

urban warming[69], so it was a point of concern.2023

Hence, Hughes & Balling, 1994[179] decided to con-2024

struct an alternative rural composite station network,2025

although their study failed to pass peer review. Their2026

“Hughes dataset” only showed about half the warm-2027

ing of Jones et al., 1990’s “rural” subset, suggesting2028

that all of the Australian subsets considered by Jones2029

et al., 1990 were substantially affected by urban bias.2030

Kamél, 2004[180] considered the Climate Re-2031

search Unit’s temperature trends for Russia (former2032

U.S.S.R.), although his study also failed to pass peer2033

review. He found that the Climate Research Unit2034

substantially overestimated the warming there, possi-2035

bly indicating urban bias remained[180]. Kamél had2036

considered a region to the east of the Jones et al.,2037

1990 subset (southern Siberia), so it is plausible that2038

Jones et al., 1990 had coincidentally chosen a region2039

of Russia which was relatively biased. But, in either2040

case, their conclusion that their global estimates were2041

relatively unbiased[15] was invalid.2042

Finally, we note that the conclusions reached by2043

Karl et al., 1988[32], Karl & Jones, 1989[73] and2044

Wang et al., 1990[84] all differ strongly from those2045

of Jones et al., 1989[94] and Jones et al., 1990[15].2046

This is surprising, because all of these studies were2047

published at around the same time, and there is a2048

significant overlap between the authors of the stud-2049

ies. This suggests that the authors of the Jones et al.,2050

1990 study were not unanimous in their conclusions.2051

4.4 Easterling et al., 19972052

Easterling et al., 1997[16] was not predominantly con-2053

cerned with the urbanization bias problem. Instead,2054

Easterling et al., were assessing long term global2055

changes in a temperature variable known as the “di- 2056

urnal temperature range”. However, one of their find- 2057

ings has been used to suggest that urbanization bias 2058

is small, and so it is worth reviewing. 2059

Before improvements in automation, the total 2060

number of temperature measurements that could be 2061

made at a weather station in any day was very lim- 2062

ited. As a result, observers would typically just use 2063

a minimum/maximum thermometer, then check and 2064

reset it once (or possibly a few times) a day. Hence, 2065

the “daily temperature averages” in station records 2066

often were simply the mean of the maximum (Tmax) 2067

and minimum (Tmin) temperature reached in that 24 2068

hour period, i.e., 2069

Tavg =
Tmax + Tmin

2
(1)

This single variable does not provide any infor- 2070

mation about the temperature variability throughout 2071

the day. For this reason, some researchers also study 2072

the diurnal temperature range (DTR), defined as, 2073

DTR = Tmax − Tmin (2)

This variable together with Tavg provides a rough 2074

description of the entire daily temperature descrip- 2075

tion, constructed from just two measurements, i.e., 2076

Tmin and Tmax. In a sense, they offer a crude ana- 2077

logue for the mean and standard deviation of a large 2078

number of daily temperature measurements. 2079

Unfortunately, many of the data sources for 2080

monthly or even daily temperatures just report Tavg. 2081

However, for a few thousand stations, the National 2082

Climatic Data Center were able to collect monthly 2083

averages of Tmax and Tmin as well as Tavg for their 2084

Global Historical Climatology Network datasets. 2085

Easterling et al., 1997[16] decided to use these 2086

monthly averages to construct estimates of the 2087

changes in DTR, i.e., 2088

DTRmon = [Tmax]mon − [Tmin]mon (3)

where the subscript mon corresponds to the monthly 2089

average. It should be recognised that this is not 2090

strictly the same as the average monthly DTR, 2091

[DTR]mon, i.e., the monthly average of the daily 2092

DTR values. But, for the purposes of discussion, it 2093

will be assumed that they are comparable. 2094

In a similar earlier analysis, Karl et al., 1993[181] 2095

had noted a general global decrease in DTR. While 2096

they considered a number of different possible ex- 2097

planations for this, including urbanization, they sug- 2098
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gested that anthropogenic global warming from in-2099

creasing atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concen-2100

trations might be a major factor.2101

Their argument was that anthropogenic global2102

warming would cause Tmin to increase more than2103

Tmax. This would lead to a decrease in DTR. How-2104

ever, there are actually quite a few different mecha-2105

nisms which could lead to changes in DTR, including,2106

1. Changes in local climate, e.g.,2107

(a) Urbanization bias[30, 76, 181–185]2108

(b) Land use[76, 79, 181, 182]2109

(c) Cloud cover[181, 186]2110

2. Changes in measurement procedure, e.g.,2111

(a) Instruments[181, 187, 188]2112

(b) Microclimate and site location[189]2113

(c) Time of observation10
2114

3. Changes in global climate, e.g.,2115

(a) Anthropogenic global warming[16, 181,2116

190]2117

(b) Natural global warming or cooling[181]2118

Urbanization bias often affects Tmin more than2119

Tmax[182], leading to a decrease in DTR similar to2120

Karl et al.’s proposed anthropogenic global warming2121

mechanism. Gallo et al., 1996 argued that urbaniza-2122

tion and other land-use changes had significantly af-2123

fected theDTR of many weather station records[182].2124

For this reason, as part of Easterling et al., 1997’s2125

study they carried out a rural subsetting experi-2126

ment[16]. Both their complete set and their rural2127

subsets showed similar decreases in DTR, leading2128

them to conclude that the decrease in DTR was not2129

due to urbanization bias. This was then extrapo-2130

lated to suggest that global Tavg estimates were also2131

unaffected by urbanization bias[16, 190]. As we will2132

discuss below, we do not agree that the second claim2133

automatically follows from the first.2134

In a follow-up study, Vose et al., 2005[190] noted2135

the apparent decrease in DTR had slowed down since2136

Easterling et al., 1997. Rohde et al., 2013a have2137

also confirmed this[8]. Other studies of DTR have2138

also suggested that Easterling et al., 1997’s “global”2139

trends were not always apparent in individual regions.2140

For example, Europe has apparently shown an in-2141

crease in DTR in recent decades [191], as has Mexico2142

[192].2143

Hence, it is worth re-assessing these trends us-2144

ing the National Climatic Data Center’s latest ver-2145

sion of the Global Historical Climatology Network2146

10Although we have not found any studies which explicitly
consider the effects of changing time of observation on DTR,
it is well known that different times of observation can alter
Tmin and Tmax. Hence, it could also alter DTR.

Figure 12: Changes in the globally averaged gridded
diurnal temperature ranges (DTRmon) relative to the
1960-1991 average, calculated from the National Cli-
matic Data Center’s monthly Global Historical Clima-
tology Network Tmax/Tmin datasets. Error bars corre-
spond to twice the standard error of the gridded means,
and the red thick line corresponds to the 11-point bino-
mial smoothed mean.

monthly temperatures, i.e., version 3. We adopt a 2147

similar approach to Vose et al., 2005[190], i.e., using 2148

the “Common Anomaly Method” developed by Jones 2149

et al.[166–168, 170], with some minor modifications. 2150

Vose et al., 2005 only required that each station have 2151

at least 8 months of data in a given year to be con- 2152

sidered, and a station had to have at least 20 of those 2153

years’ worth of data to be included. For the analysis 2154

presented here, stations were required to have a full 2155

12 months of data for each year to be considered, but 2156

stations only needed to have at least 15 years of data 2157

for the common anomaly period (1961-1990, as in the 2158

Vose et al., 2005 study). 2159

Following Vose et al., the anomalies for all the 2160

available stations in a given 5◦ × 5◦ grid were av- 2161

eraged together for each year. These annual grid av- 2162

erages were weighted by the cosine of the latitude of 2163

the middle of the grid, and averaged together to yield 2164

a gridded global mean DTR for that year. The trend 2165

in this value over the 1880-2012 period is plotted in 2166

Figure 12. 2167

The 1950-1993 trend is similar to that reported 2168

by Easterling et al., 1997[16], although there appears 2169

to have been considerable variability over the longer 2170

(albeit more data-sparse) 1880-2012 period. How- 2171

ever, from Table 3, it can be seen that, rather than 2172

stations being uniformly distributed throughout the 2173

globe, most of the stations in the datasets are lo- 2174
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Figure 13: Changes in the gridded mean diurnal temperature ranges (DTRmon) relative to the 1960-1991
average, for the ten countries with the most number of stations in the National Climatic Data Center’s monthly
Global Historical Climatology Network Tmax/Tmin datasets. Gray bands correspond to twice the standard error
of the gridded means. The stations for these 10 countries account for ∼ 92.5% of the stations in the Global
Historical Climatology Network with at least 15 complete years of data in the 1961-1990 anomaly period.

cated in just a few countries. Hence, it is instructive2175

to consider the gridded averages for each of the main2176

countries separately.2177

Figure 13 shows the gridded mean trends for the2178

top 10 countries in Table 3. Although these 10 coun-2179

tries make up less than 40% of the global land area,2180

they comprise 92.5% of the stations in the Global His-2181

torical Climatology Network Tmin and Tmax monthly2182

datasets with at least 15 complete years of data in the2183

1961-1990 anomaly period.2184

A striking feature of the different country averages2185

is the lack of consistency in trends, both between2186

countries and over time. If the changes in DTR are as2187

uneven and regionally variable as suggested by Fig-2188

ure 13, then it suggests that most of the trends in2189

DTR are a result of regional variability and/or local2190

changes in observation practice, rather than global2191

climate change. It seems that in our above list of2192

proposed mechanisms for DTR changes, mechanisms2193

of Types 1 and/or 2 contribute more than those of2194

Type 3.2195

Not mentioned in our above list is the possibil-2196

ity that there are errors in the National Climatic 2197

Data Center’s monthly Tmin and Tmax Global Histor- 2198

ical Climatology Network datasets. Figure 14 shows 2199

the country average trends for Poland (the country 2200

ranked 11th in Table 3). The remarkable increase in 2201

Tmin of ∼ 10◦C and decrease in Tmax of ∼ 5◦C for 2202

2002 onwards are too great to be genuine. The fact 2203

that they coincide with a change in data source sug- 2204

gests that the explanation is probably some sort of 2205

clerical error11. We note that the 1961-1990 mean 2206

values of Tmax and Tmin are very high and low re- 2207

spectively, for a mid-latitude European country such 2208

as Poland, which suggests that the data source for 2209

the earlier period of the Polish records is unreliable. 2210

So, were Easterling et al. correct in concluding that 2211

11The changes occur for all of the Polish stations with data
for those years. The National Climatic Data Center provide
“adjusted” and “unadjusted” versions of their monthly Tmin

and Tmax Global Historical Climatology Network datasets.
However, the Polish records for both versions are identical,
so it is unclear that any “adjustments” were actually carried
out.
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Country Stations % Total
1 U.S.A. 1573 44.12% 44.12%
2 Canada 380 10.66% 54.78%
3 China 372 10.43% 65.22%
4 Australia 287 8.05% 73.27%
5 Turkey 236 6.62% 79.89%
6 Japan 157 4.40% 84.29%
7 Russian Fed.

(Asia part)
108 3.03% 87.32%

8 South Africa 63 1.77% 89.09%
9 Italy 62 1.74% 90.83%
10 Rep. of Korea 60 1.68% 92.51%
11 Poland 53 1.49% 94.00%
12 Russian Fed.

(Europe part)
43 1.21% 95.20%

13 Kazakhstan 22 0.62% 95.82%
14 Sudan 15 0.42% 96.24%
15 Ukraine 15 0.42% 96.66%

Table 3: Countries with the most stations with at least
15 complete years of monthly Tmax and Tmin data dur-
ing the 1961-1990 period in the National Climatic Data
Center’s monthly Global Historical Climatology Network
datasets. In total, the National Climatic Data Center
has 3565 stations from 63 countries which meet this
requirement.

the globally-averaged trend in DTR was not due to2212

urbanization bias? Perhaps. However, neither was it2213

predominantly due to global climate change. Unfor-2214

tunately, it seems that the quality of the Global His-2215

torical Climatology Network monthly Tmin and Tmax2216

datasets is currently too irregular and unreliable to2217

draw any meaningful conclusions about urbanization2218

bias from the simple sub-setting experiments of East-2219

erling et al., 1997.2220

4.5 Peterson et al., 19992221

Peterson et al., 1999 [17] carried out a rural sub-2222

setting analysis on the National Climatic Data Cen-2223

ter’s Global Historical Climatology Network monthly2224

temperature dataset. They used version 2 of their2225

homogeneity adjusted dataset, and estimated the ur-2226

banization of stations using two metrics - estimates2227

of the population associated with the area and a2228

satellite-based measure of the night-light intensity of2229

the area during the period 1994-95[17].2230

Less than a third of their stations met the require-2231

ments of having a dark night-light intensity and an as-2232

sociated population less than 10,000. However, when2233

Figure 14: Changes in the gridded mean Tmax, Tmin

and DTR anomalies relative to the 1960-1991 aver-
age, for Poland in the National Climatic Data Cen-
ter’s monthly Global Historical Climatology Network
Tmax/Tmin datasets. Gray bands correspond to twice
the standard error of the gridded means. Labels at the
top of the middle panel indicate the National Climatic
Data Center’s sources for the data.

they calculated their gridded global temperature es- 2234

timate (for 1880-1998) from just those stations, they 2235

obtained a similar result to their estimate from the 2236

complete set of Global Historical Climatology Net- 2237

work stations. On this basis, they concluded that 2238

their complete global temperature estimate was es- 2239

sentially unaffected by urbanization bias[17]. 2240

Initially, this might appear a reasonable conclu- 2241

sion. However, a closer inspection of the data 2242

they used suggests it is unwarranted. Gray, 1999 2243

(rejected)[193] considered the gridded temperature 2244

trends of a dataset similar to that used by Peterson 2245

et al. He suggested that the temperature trends of 2246

Peterson et al.’s rural subset were overly dominated 2247

by anomalously strong warming trends from stations 2248

in the former U.S.S.R. He hypothesised that, if these 2249

were excluded, Peterson et al. would have detected a 2250

substantial difference between the rural and full sub- 2251

sets. Gray did not test his hypothesis (and Gray, 2252

1999 failed to pass peer review). But, it highlights 2253

the importance of considering the data from which 2254

Peterson et al.’s estimates were constructed - both 2255

the full estimate and the rural subset. 2256

While the unadjusted Global Historical Climatol- 2257

ogy Network dataset contains records for 7280 sta- 2258

tions (2,290 of them meeting Peterson et al.’s “rural” 2259
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requirements), the number of stations in the homo-2260

geneity adjusted dataset was significantly reduced -2261

4771 stations, 1401 of which were rural in terms of2262

both population and night-lights12.2263

Figure 15: Total number of stations with data for a
given year in Version 2 of the National Climatic Data
Center’s Global Historical Climatology Network homo-
geneity adjusted monthly temperature dataset. The ur-
banization of the stations is determined by two metrics,
i.e., associated population and night-light intensities.
“Urban component” refers to stations considered urban
by both metrics; “Rural component” refers to stations
considered rural by both metrics; “Intermediate compo-
nent” refers to all other stations.

Moreover, many of those stations have relatively2264

short records, meaning that they are only of limited2265

value for assessing long term temperature trends. In2266

particular, it can be seen from Figure 15 that the2267

number of stations (rural or otherwise) is dramati-2268

cally reduced after 1990, and before the 1950s. Al-2269

though Peterson et al. predicted that the number of2270

rural stations with post-1990 records in the Global2271

Historical Climatology Network would improve “with2272

the creation of the Global Climate Observing System2273

Surface Network”[17], more than a decade later, there2274

still does not appear to have been much improvement.2275

For this reason, a large fraction of the Global Histor-2276

ical Climatology Network station records (rural or2277

otherwise) only have a few decades data, and mostly2278

during the period of roughly 1950-1990.2279

Figure 16 illustrates the locations of homogeneity2280

adjusted Global Historical Climatology Network ver-2281

sion 2 stations which have data for at least 75% of2282

the 1880-1998 period considered by Peterson et al.,2283

1999[17] from two subsets - the stations identified as2284

rural in terms of both population and night-lights2285

and the stations identified as urban by both terms2286

(population >100,000 and high night-light intensi-2287

ties). It can be seen that outside of the contiguous2288

12Hence, if a grid box had no homogeneity adjusted records,
Peterson et al. used unadjusted records for that grid box[17].

Figure 16: Locations of the stations used by Peterson
et al., 1999[17] which are rural (top) or urban (bottom)
in terms of both population and night-light brightness
and which have data for at least 75% of the 1880-1998
period.

U.S. and possibly Australia, there are very few rural 2289

stations meeting those relatively basic requirements. 2290

In contrast, the urbanized stations have a consider- 2291

ably higher and more uniform station distribution. 2292

This leads to three major concerns about the reli- 2293

ability of global temperature estimates based on the 2294

homogeneity adjusted Global Historical Climatology 2295

Network version 2 stations. First, aside from the con- 2296

tiguous U.S. (and to a lesser extent Australia), most 2297

of the 1401 rural Global Historical Climatology Net- 2298

work station records cover less than 75% of the 1880- 2299

1998 period. This means that most of the stations 2300

least likely to be affected by urbanization bias cannot 2301

be used for directly comparing the various warming 2302

and cooling trends since the late 19th century. 2303

Second, the region which has (by far) the best 2304

coverage of long, rural records in the dataset, i.e., 2305

the contiguous U.S., is one which shows consider- 2306

ably more 1940s-1970s cooling and less 1980s-2000s 2307

warming than the “global” temperature estimates. 2308

This can be seen by comparing the mean tempera- 2309

ture trends of the rural U.S. (Figure 6) and the globe 2310
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(Figure 2). The contiguous U.S. is only a small per-2311

centage of the global land mass (∼4%), and so one2312

might argue that its trends are different due to re-2313

gional variability[12]. But, Figure 16 suggests that2314

the long-term trends of the rest of the world are more2315

likely to be dominated by urban stations. If urbaniza-2316

tion bias is substantial outside the contiguous U.S.,2317

then this could also explain the apparent difference2318

between the U.S. and “global” temperature trends.2319

Finally, it raises serious questions over the robust-2320

ness of the Global Historical Climatology Network’s2321

homogeneity adjustments. We discuss these adjust-2322

ments in detail in Paper III[2], but a brief discussion is2323

relevant here. The homogeneity adjustments used for2324

version 2 of the Global Historical Climatology Net-2325

work involved comparing each station’s trends to the2326

trends of neighbouring stations.2327

If a station’s record showed a step-change relative2328

to neighbouring stations in a given year, then the2329

record was adjusted to remove that step change. Sig-2330

nificantly, trend-changes were not considered, even2331

though many non-climatic biases, including urban-2332

ization bias, involve trend changes rather than step2333

changes. Some researchers have argued that step-2334

change adjustments could remove some urbanization2335

bias, anyway[194]. But, that should only occur if2336

stations with urbanization bias are rare. From Fig-2337

ure 16, it can be seen that outside of the contiguous2338

U.S., the opposite is the case. Indeed, it is likely that,2339

if non-urbanization biased stations are rare (as is ap-2340

parently the case here), such adjustments could ac-2341

tually introduce urbanization bias into the records of2342

rural records - a process known as “urban blending”.2343

This is of particular concern, since the homogeneity2344

adjustments of the rural stations used by Peterson et2345

al., 1999[17] appear to have been carried out using2346

all Global Historical Climatology Network stations,2347

including the urban ones.2348

For all these reasons, Peterson et al., 1999’s rural2349

subsetting experiment was not a reliable approach2350

to estimating the magnitude of urbanization bias on2351

global temperature estimates.2352

4.6 Peterson, 20032353

Peterson, 2003[18] criticised previous urbanization2354

bias studies which had not accounted for other non-2355

climatic biases in weather records. He decided to at-2356

tempt to adjust his data to account for these biases2357

before carrying out his own assessment of the magni-2358

tude of the urbanization bias. He chose 289 stations,2359

which were grouped into approximately 40 different2360

clusters13. Each cluster contained between 4 and 18 2361

stations that were relatively close to each other. The 2362

clusters were reasonably evenly distributed across the 2363

contiguous U.S. (i.e., all of the U.S. except Alaska and 2364

Hawaii). The stations in these clusters were identified 2365

as “urban” or “rural” depending on satellite-based es- 2366

timates of average night-light intensity. 2367

He developed various adjustments for latitude, el- 2368

evation, the time of day at which thermometers were 2369

reset (“time of observation”) and the types of ther- 2370

mometer used. He ignored differences in station 2371

micro-climate, e.g. the presence or absence of nearby 2372

trees/buildings/pavements. However, he did remove 2373

2 out of his 289 stations from his analysis for being 2374

rooftop stations. 2375

He calculated a 0.31◦C difference between his ur- 2376

ban and rural stations, but claimed that when he 2377

applied his adjustments, most of this difference dis- 2378

appeared. He therefore concluded that the urban 2379

stations in his analysis had a negligible urban heat 2380

island, and that their apparent heat islands were in- 2381

stead due to urban stations having the following char- 2382

acteristics: 2383

• Having a smaller fraction of stations at which 2384

thermometers were reset in the morning (37% of 2385

stations instead of 53% of rural stations). 2386

• Being at lower altitudes (his rural stations were 2387

located on average 20m higher than his urban 2388

stations). 2389

• Having a different ratio of thermometer systems 2390

(e.g., 13.6% of his urban stations used hygrother- 2391

mometers, compared to 7.1% of rural stations) 2392

He calculated that these differences were slightly 2393

counteracted by his urban stations being on average 2394

0.02◦ further north than his rural stations. 2395

He had a hunch that his analysis was unable to de- 2396

tect a significant urbanization bias because of a guess 2397

of his that a lot of urban weather stations might be lo- 2398

cated in city parks. He did not actually test whether 2399

his hunch was accurate or not, but he pointed out 2400

13Peterson provided an enumerated list of the stations and
the clusters that he used to McIntyre, who posted them on his
Climate Audit website. However, the stations for Clusters 3,
19 and 30 were not listed on McIntyre’s website. It is unclear
whether this was an oversight of either McIntyre or Peterson,
or whether Peterson dropped those clusters from his analysis.
But, the 37 clusters included 288 stations, which is close to
the figure of 289 which Peterson reported[18], so the follow-
ing discussion assumes the latter, i.e., that there were only 37
clusters in Peterson’s final analysis.
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that parks and green space areas in cities are known2401

to partially mitigate urban heat islands - the “park2402

cool island” effect[195], schematically illustrated in2403

Figure 1.2404

Peterson noted that Spronken-Smith & Oke, 19982405

had found night-time cooling in parks could be simi-2406

lar to that in rural areas[195]. From this he appears2407

to have concluded that park cool islands effectively2408

counteract urban heat islands. This is surprising2409

since Spronken-Smith & Oke were only arguing that2410

“[p]arks form depressions (or cool pools) in the warm2411

urban landscape” and in each of their examples, the2412

parks, while cooler than their surroundings, still had2413

urban heat islands[195]. Gaffin et al., 2008 specifi-2414

cally tested Peterson’s hypothesis by evaluating the2415

strength of the urban heat island in New York City2416

(NY, U.S.)’s Central Park[60]. They found that Cen-2417

tral Park had a substantial urban heat island, despite2418

itself being a green area, contradicting Peterson’s hy-2419

pothesis.2420

Peterson also thought that urbanization processes2421

should frequently lead to “urban cooling” - a theory2422

also used by Hansen et al. to justify the Goddard In-2423

stitute for Space Studies’ urbanization adjustments,2424

which we discuss in Paper II[1]. To explain why he2425

could only find articles discussing urban heat islands,2426

and not his hypothesised urban cool islands, he sug-2427

gested that the scientific literature was biased[18].2428

However, as we mentioned in Section 3.4, urbaniza-2429

tion bias is predominantly a warming bias. A sim-2430

pler explanation would be if Peterson’s analysis was2431

flawed. Hence, it is worth reassessing his analysis.2432

Peterson had chosen a particular three year pe-2433

riod (January 1989 to December 1991) for his anal-2434

ysis, apparently to “avoid the confounding influence2435

of the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS)2436

deployment, which started in 1992.” This is an un-2437

usual justification, because there does not appear to2438

have been a particularly noticeable drop in station2439

changes in 1992 (see Figure 17). In addition, it was2440

also a period which included the Mount Pinatubo vol-2441

canic eruption in July 1991. It has been argued that2442

this eruption significantly influenced global tempera-2443

tures (see e.g., Ref. [196] and references therein) for2444

several years afterwards. If this theory is valid, then2445

it may have unnecessarily introduced a confounding2446

factor into Peterson’s analysis.2447

McIntyre, 2007[197] carried out for his website a2448

useful qualitative approach to assessing Peterson’s2449

analysis. On request, Peterson had provided a list2450

of the stations he had used, as well as whether he2451

Figure 17: Years in which the stations used by Pe-
terson, 2003[18] underwent enough of a change that,
officially, an old record was ended and a new record
begun for that station. Based on metadata from the
NOAA/NWS Cooperative Observer Network, using the
station identifications listed on Climate Audit.

regarded them as “rural” or “urban”. McIntyre ob- 2452

tained temperature data for (most of) those stations 2453

from the National Climatic Data Center’s Global His- 2454

torical Climatology Network Daily dataset, and by 2455

simply averaging together trends from the stations in 2456

each subset, he was able to construct two tempera- 2457

ture trend estimates[197]. 2458

There was a substantial growing divergence be- 2459

tween the temperatures of the two subsets, suggesting 2460

urbanization bias[197]. Peterson, 2003 had proposed 2461

that the apparent difference between urban and ru- 2462

ral stations were due to differences in location, as 2463

well as slightly different frequencies in the types of in- 2464

struments and observation times used. These would 2465

be once-off differences, which would imply the cur- 2466

rent urban-rural difference had been relatively con- 2467

stant over time. However, McIntyre’s analysis sug- 2468

gested a continually growing divergence between ur- 2469

ban and rural stations over the entire 20th century, 2470

which would be more indicative of growing urban heat 2471

islands. 2472

McIntyre’s analysis was merely qualitative, since 2473

he had simply averaged together all stations in each 2474

subset. Hence, it is worth repeating his analysis using 2475

a gridded approach. We identified 283 of Peterson’s 2476

289 stations as having a Global Historical Climatol- 2477

ogy Network Daily record. Of those stations, Global 2478

Historical Climatology Network Daily records from 2479

each subset were converted to annual temperature 2480
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Figure 18: Comparison of annual deviation from 1976-
2005 mean temperatures for Peterson, 2003[18]’s ru-
ral and urban subsets, and the difference between
them. Data calculated from the National Climatic Data
Center’s Global Historical Climatology Network Daily
dataset, similar to the approach of McIntyre, 2007[197]
- records for 283 of Peterson’s 289 stations were avail-
able. Thick lines correspond to 11-point binomial run-
ning means. Bottom panel illustrates the growing di-
vergence between the two subsets.

deviations from the 1976-2005 mean for each station.2481

The 1976-2005 period was chosen as this was the 302482

year period with the greatest number of available sta-2483

tions - see Figure 19. These anomalies were then grid-2484

ded into 5◦×5◦ grid-boxes, before averaging together2485

to yield a single estimate. The results are shown in2486

Figure 18 and seem similar to McIntyre’s non-gridded2487

analysis, confirming his qualitative analysis.2488

Gallo, 2005[198] attempted to overcome some of2489

the problems of non-climatic biases that Peterson had2490

expressed concern over, by using data from the Na-2491

tional Climatic Data Center’s United States Climate2492

Reference Network dataset. Although only set up2493

recently (starting in 2003), these Climate Reference2494

Network stations are sited in rural locations, record2495

hourly measurements and all use the same instrumen-2496

tation. For this reason, the relationship between in-2497

dividual records is unlikely to be overly affected by2498

(1) urbanization bias, (2) instrument bias or (3) time2499

of observation bias. Hence, Gallo, 2005 used five2500

Figure 19: Station numbers available for the Peterson,
2003 subsets for each year.

Climate Reference Network station pairs to evaluate 2501

Peterson, 2003’s latitude and elevation adjustments 2502

which Peterson had applied to his stations which may 2503

have been affected by those biases. 2504

Gallo found that in four out of the five pairs, Peter- 2505

son’s latitude and elevation adjustments actually in- 2506

creased the temperature difference between the pairs. 2507

After applying Peterson’s latitude adjustments, Gallo 2508

found that if he assumed the only remaining differ- 2509

ence between the Climate Reference Network sta- 2510

tion pairs was due to elevation (as Peterson, 2003 2511

implied), the apparent “lapse rate” (i.e., decrease 2512

in temperature with elevation) varied from -30.3 ◦C 2513

km−1 to +83.1 ◦C km−1[198]. 2514

Such values were clearly unrealistic, and suggested 2515

to Gallo that other factors, such as the microclimate 2516

of the station strongly influenced the station temper- 2517

atures. He suggested that Peterson, 2003’s use of 2518

a constant lapse rate was inappropriate for adjust- 2519

ing the temperatures of weather stations at ground 2520

level[198]. 2521

Peterson & Owen, 2005 disputed Gallo’s conclu- 2522

sions on the basis that he had only used five station 2523

pairs[199]. Gallo had limited his analysis to five pairs 2524

of neighbouring Climate Reference Network station 2525

pairs which had been specifically selected for inter- 2526

station comparisons. However, if we relax this re- 2527

quirement to all nearby Climate Reference Network 2528

station pairs, we can extend Gallo, 2005’s analysis to 2529

overcome Peterson & Owen’s criticism. 2530

By 2011, 218 Climate Reference Network stations 2531

had been set up by the National Climatic Data Center 2532

throughout the U.S. (including Hawaii and Alaska). 2533

179 of the stations in the contiguous U.S. had a full 2534

year of data for 2011 and a nearest neighbouring Cli- 2535
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(a) Temperature - elevation relationship

(b) Temperature - latitude relationship

Figure 20: Average temperature relationships between United States Climate Reference Network weather stations
and their nearest neighbours in 2011, before and after applying Peterson, 2003’s latitude and elevation adjustments.
Each point corresponds to the mean temperature difference between a station and its neighbour, for 2011. Yellow
points correspond to the 5 station pairs used by Gallo, 2005[198].

mate Reference Network station which also had a full2536

year of data for 2011. We used these station pairs to2537

re-assess Gallo, 2005’s conclusions. The results of the2538

analysis are shown in Figure 20.2539

Daily average temperatures were calculated for2540

each Climate Reference Network station and its near-2541

est neighbour by summing the maximum and mini-2542

mum recorded temperatures over the 24 hour period2543

(starting at midnight) and then dividing the sum by2544

two. The difference between the average tempera-2545

tures recorded at the two stations for that day was2546

then determined, and monthly differences were calcu-2547

lated by averaging together each of these daily differ-2548

ences for a given month. These monthly differences2549

were then averaged to yield a yearly average.2550

Nearest neighbours were at most 2.79◦ latitude2551

away, and the differences in elevation were all less2552

than 2km. Distances from nearest neighbours var-2553

ied from 1.4 to 348.5km14. Station locations were2554

14Note that Gallo did comparisons between specific station
pairs. In our analysis, each station was instead compared to
its nearest neighbour in turn. When the nearest neighbour
for that neighbour was calculated, this was not necessarily the
same as the first station. For example, if three stations, A, B

extracted from metadata in the National Climatic 2555

Data Center’s station update reports on their public 2556

ftp website, and elevations were then calculated us- 2557

ing the GPS Visualizer website, which uses the U.S. 2558

Geological Survey’s National Elevation Dataset for 2559

locations in the U.S. 2560

From Figure 20, it appears that both Peterson[18] 2561

and Gallo[198] were at least partially correct. For the 2562

unadjusted stations, there appears to be a relatively 2563

strong linear relationship between temperature and 2564

elevation as Peterson had claimed (Figure 20a), al- 2565

though the temperature-latitude relationship appears 2566

quite weak, at best (Figure 20b). 2567

The application of Peterson’s adjustments appears 2568

to remove most of this relationship, and in this sense 2569

appears successful. However, the adjusted differences 2570

are still quite substantial. If Peterson’s assumption 2571

that the only important differences between stations 2572

were latitude, elevation, instruments used, time of ob- 2573

and C are in a row, B might be A’s nearest neighbour, but
B’s nearest neighbour might be C. While 179 stations were
analysed, only 129 stations were used as nearest neighbours
(89 were used once, 34 were used twice and 6 were used three
times).
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servation, urbanization or the possibility of a station2574

being on a roof, then the temperature differences of2575

the adjusted data should be small, i.e., the “residu-2576

als” remaining after adjustment should all be close to2577

zero. It can be seen from the two plots on the right2578

hand side of Figure 20 that this is not the case.2579

This suggests that Gallo was correct in claiming2580

that there are other important differences which need2581

to be considered, such as station micro-climate[198].2582

Gallo’s five station pairs all had relatively small el-2583

evation differences (the yellow points in Figure 20).2584

It may be that elevation adjustments are important2585

when the elevation differences are substantial. But,2586

other factors than those Peterson considered also ap-2587

pear to be at least as important.2588

Figure 21: Number of rural and urban stations included
in Peterson, 2003[18]’s rural-urban comparison clusters.
Rural-urban identification taken from Climate Audit.

A serious difficulty with Peterson’s analysis was his2589

unusual selection of “urban” and “rural” stations in2590

each cluster. Many clusters consisted of mostly urban2591

stations, and six of the clusters had no rural stations2592

in them - see Figure 21. Although Peterson dropped2593

the clusters with no rural stations from his analy-2594

sis[18], more than half of the remaining clusters only2595

had one or two rural stations. Peterson calculated his2596

rural/urban difference by subtracting the average of2597

the “urban” stations from the average of the “rural”2598

stations in each cluster. But, if the “rural” average2599

for a cluster depended on just one or two stations,2600

the analysis was highly dependent on those stations2601

being representative of the non-urbanized climate of2602

the region.2603

Peterson & Owen, 2005[199] later revisited this is- 2604

sue, and found that if different urbanization thresh- 2605

olds (which yielded more rural stations per cluster) 2606

were used, a substantial urban heat island could be 2607

detected. For this reason, they conceded that there 2608

had been some urbanization bias which Peterson, 2609

2003 had failed to detect due to the use of an inap- 2610

propriate threshold. They still believed that the ef- 2611

fect of urbanization bias on U.S. temperature trends 2612

was very small. But, this appears to be based on 2613

an analysis of the homogenized version of the U.S. 2614

Historical Climatology Network, which as we show in 2615

Paper III[2], is contaminated by urban blending. 2616

Summary of the flaws with Peterson, 2003 2617

There were a number of flaws in Peterson, 2003’s 2618

analysis. Some of these might not have been critical, 2619

e.g., the somewhat arbitrary period of analysis. But, 2620

there does seem to have been significant urbanization 2621

bias in his data (see Figure 18). The fact that Peter- 2622

son was unable to detect this bias after making var- 2623

ious non-urbanization adjustments[18] suggests that 2624

either his adjustments were problematic, his detec- 2625

tion method was inadequate, or both. 2626

4.7 Parker, 2004; Parker, 2006 2627

Making the explicit assumption that urban heat 2628

islands “are largely absent in windy weather”[20], 2629

Parker [19, 20] proposed a new approach to quantify- 2630

ing the extent of urbanization bias in global temper- 2631

ature estimates. Parker created two different global 2632

temperature estimates from the same set of 265 sta- 2633

tions. He constructed a “windy” subset based on 2634

station data for days associated with relatively high 2635

wind speeds in the vicinity of the station, and a 2636

“calm” subset based on daily data associated with 2637

relatively low wind speeds. 2638

There was very little difference between the two 2639

subsets, and both subsets were similar to the Climate 2640

Research Unit’s global temperature estimate. This 2641

led Parker to conclude that the urbanization bias in 2642

global temperature estimates is very small. 2643

But, are urban heat islands largely absent in windy 2644

weather? Parker made this assumption from his in- 2645

terpretation of Johnson et al., 1991 [200]. However, it 2646

appears that Parker’s interpretation was derived from 2647

a rather cursory reading, as Johnson et al., 1991 did 2648

not make any such claim. Rather, they observed that 2649

urban heat islands tend to reach their maximum 2650
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“a few hours after sunset on calm, cloudless summer2651

nights” (for most mid-latitude studies at least).2652

Johnson et al. suggested that this was because2653

the difference between urban and rural locations was2654

greatest (and therefore the urban heat island was at2655

its maximum) when the rural locations were cooling2656

rapidly (which often happens on cloudless nights),2657

but the urban locations were cooling slowly.2658

As windy weather should tend to dissipate sensible2659

heat from urban surfaces, it was suggested that the2660

rate of urban cooling was lower on calm nights than2661

windy nights. But, this is not the same as Parker’s2662

assumption that urban heat islands are “largely ab-2663

sent in windy weather”. For instance, while Morris et2664

al., 2001[201] found that Melbourne’s night-time ur-2665

ban heat island was greater on calm, cloudless condi-2666

tions, they also found that “...even under conditions2667

of strong winds and 8 octas of cloud cover, Melbourne2668

exhibits [an urban heat island]”.2669

There certainly appears to be a link between urban2670

heat islands and wind speed. Indeed, not only does2671

wind speed influence urban heat islands, but urban2672

heat islands may themselves influence wind speed and2673

direction[202–205] (hence the existence of the term2674

“country breeze”[202]). However, as Stewart, 20002675

points out, there are other variables involved. In2676

particular, cloud cover (which Parker found difficult2677

to estimate) may often play a larger role than wind2678

speed [40]. Moreover, as discussed in Section 2.2, it is2679

not the maximum size of urban heat islands which is2680

relevant to global temperature estimates, but rather2681

the changes it introduces over time to average annual2682

temperatures.2683

So, it appears that the fundamental assumption2684

that formed the basis of Parker’s study was based2685

on an inaccurate interpretation of Johnson et al.,2686

1991[200]. However, is it possible that his analysis2687

could coincidentally work?2688

One way to test this is to see if there was evidence2689

of urbanization bias in his data. Parker was unable2690

to detect any urbanization bias in his selection of2691

stations, using his windy/calm sub-setting approach.2692

Therefore, if it transpires that his selection of stations2693

was actually affected by urbanization bias, then this2694

would indicate that his detection method was unreli-2695

able, in which case his conclusion would be invalid.2696

Monthly mean temperature records were available2697

from the National Climatic Data Center’s Global His-2698

torical Climatology Network Monthly (unadjusted)2699

Version 3 dataset for 253 of the 265 stations used2700

by Parker. The National Climatic Data Center also2701

Figure 22: Location of Parker’s stations used in Figure
23, divided into subsets based on degree of urbanization.
The locations of the 12 stations used by Parker which
did not have a Global Historical Climatology Network
record (“Non-GHCN”) are also shown. Data taken from
U.K. Meteorological Office’s Hadley Centre.

provide metadata for their Global Historical Clima- 2702

tology Network stations, suggesting how urbanized 2703

the station currently is. 2704

Hence, using the National Climatic Data Center’s 2705

metadata, it is possible to group Parker’s stations 2706

into different subsets, based on their degree of urban- 2707

ization: 2708

Rural - 90 of Parker’s stations (35.6%) which were 2709

associated with a low population (< 10, 000) and 2710

night-light brightness. 2711

Urban - 56 of Parker’s stations (22.1%) which were 2712

associated with a high population (> 100, 000) 2713

and night-light brightness. 2714

Intermediate The remaining 107 of Parker’s sta- 2715

tions (42.3%) with Global Historical Climatology 2716

Network records. 2717

The locations of the three subsets are illustrated in 2718

Figure 22. All three subsets are quite small. However, 2719

they each have a fairly similar distribution across the 2720

globe. For this reason, they should each provide sim- 2721

ilar estimates of global temperature trends, provided 2722

that the urbanization bias is as negligible as Parker 2723

had claimed. 2724

For each of the subsets, the annual temperature 2725

trends for the stations were determined from the 2726

Global Historical Climatology Network Monthly (un- 2727

adjusted) Version 3 dataset. These trends were then 2728

rescaled to the deviations from their 1961-1990 mean 2729

temperature, and binned into 5◦×5◦ grid-boxes. The 2730
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Figure 23: Mean annual gridded temperature trends,
relative to 1961-1990, of the Rural, Intermediate and
Urban subsets of the 253 stations used by Parker that
are also in the National Climatic Data Center’s Global
Historical Climatology Network Monthly (unadjusted)
Version 3 dataset. Solid black lines correspond to 11-
point binomial smoothed trends. Error bars correspond
to twice the standard error of the gridded mean for each
annual value.

rescaled trends in each grid-box were averaged to-2731

gether, and the average grid-box trends were then2732

averaged together (weighting by the cosine of the lat-2733

itude of the middle of each grid-box) to yield a single2734

global temperature estimate for each subset.2735

The mean annual gridded temperature trends from2736

1900 to 2011 of all three subsets are shown in Figure2737

23. Unfortunately, the total number of stations used2738

by Parker is quite small, and when divided into three2739

subsets, this number obviously is further reduced.2740

Hence, the error bars for individual annual tempera-2741

ture anomalies is quite large. Nonetheless, there are2742

noticeable differences between the long-term trends of2743

the subsets. The rural subset shows the least warm-2744

ing of the three and the urban subset shows the most2745

warming of the three, i.e., what would be expected if2746

the stations are affected by urbanization bias. This is2747

even more apparent in Figure 24. This indicates that2748

the stations are affected by urbanization bias, despite2749

Parker’s claim.2750

If Parker’s windy/calm sub-setting approach had2751

been successful in detecting urbanization bias in his2752

Figure 24: Difference between the 11-point binomial
smoothed trends of the Intermediate and Rural subsets
(top) and the Urban and Rural subsets (bottom) from
Figure 23.

selected stations, then it should have been able to 2753

detect the urbanization bias which is apparent from 2754

Figures 23 and 24. This suggests to us that his ap- 2755

proach is not successful. This agrees with the recent 2756

findings of McKitrick, 2013[61]. Therefore, Parker’s 2757

claim that the effects of urbanization bias on global 2758

temperature estimates are negligible is invalid. 2759

As an aside, some readers might wonder if we could 2760

use the rural subset of Figure 23 as a reliable estimate 2761

of the true global temperature trends since 1900. We 2762

would advise against this. It is reasonable to assume 2763

that the extent of urbanization bias is substantially 2764

reduced in the rural subset - although probably not 2765

eradicated, since urban heat islands can occur for 2766

even modestly urbanized stations, e.g., Hinkel et al., 2767

2007[42]. However, the subset only contains 90 sta- 2768

tions, so is quite a small sample size. In addition, 2769

most of the station records are quite short and con- 2770

tain other non-climatic biases aside from urbaniza- 2771

tion bias as well as a lot of data gaps. This can be 2772

seen by examining the six station records in Figure 2773

5 which are all from the Parker subsets (three from 2774

the rural subset and three from the urban subset). 2775

Instead, we use the three subsets merely to illustrate 2776

that the more urban subsets show a warming bias 2777

relative to the less urban subsets (Figure 24), which 2778

indicates that urbanization bias is a problem for the 2779

stations Parker considered, yet his method for iden- 2780

tifying this bias did not manage to detect it. 2781
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4.8 Efthymiadis & Jones, 20102782

Efthymiadis & Jones, 2010 attempted to determine2783

an upper bound for urbanization bias in the land-2784

based global surface temperature trends by directly2785

comparing the gridded mean temperature trends of2786

various coastal 5◦ × 5◦ grid boxes (“land tempera-2787

tures”) with the gridded mean Sea Surface Tempera-2788

ture (SST) trends of the neighbouring grid boxes[21]2789

(“marine temperatures”).2790

They analysed 8 regions (44 gridboxes) from the2791

northern extratropics, 5 regions (20 gridboxes) from2792

the tropics/subtropics and 5 regions (20 gridboxes)2793

from the southern extratropics. For each of these re-2794

gions they calculated the linear trends for both the2795

land temperature trends and the marine temperature2796

trends over three periods: 1951-2009, 1951-1979 and2797

1979-2009. Since urbanization bias should not di-2798

rectly affect the marine temperature trends, they as-2799

sumed that the difference between these values should2800

give an upper bound for urbanization bias.2801

Although most of the regions showed greater warm-2802

ing linear trends for the coastal grid boxes than the2803

marine grid boxes, three of the five regions in the2804

southern extratropics showed much greater warm-2805

ing linear trends for the marine grid boxes than2806

the coastal grid boxes. Therefore, when they aver-2807

aged together the linear trends for their three lat-2808

itudinal zones to generate their “global” estimates,2809

the net difference between the land and marine lin-2810

ear trends was only 0.02◦C/decade (0.2◦C/century)2811

for the 1951-2009 period. This was only 14% of2812

the +0.14◦C/decade linear trend for their coastal2813

land “global” temperatures. Moreover, since ocean2814

temperature trends tend to be lower in magnitude2815

than land temperature trends (due to the large2816

heat capacity of the oceans), they argued that this2817

0.02◦C/decade extra warming for land was to be ex-2818

pected. On this basis, they concluded that urbaniza-2819

tion bias was at most a small problem.2820

There are several flaws in their analysis. First, as2821

we discussed in Section 3.1, using linear trends as the2822

basis for an analysis can give misleading results when2823

your data contains non-linear trends, as is the case2824

here.2825

Second, as we discussed in Section 3.3, there are2826

known biases and problems with the sea surface tem-2827

perature data. Although various attempts have been2828

made to correct for these biases, it is unclear exactly2829

what adjustments are required, e.g., see Kennedy et2830

al., 2011 for a summary[138]. With this in mind,2831

it is worth noting that several groups have actually2832

used the land-based temperature estimates to develop 2833

and/or justify their sea surface temperature adjust- 2834

ments, e.g., 2835

“In the a posteriori approach, exemplified by 2836

Jones et al. (1986c), adjustments are made 2837

so that the hemispheric means of [the Ma- 2838

rine Air Temperature and Sea Surface Tem- 2839

perature data]are in accord with the near- 2840

propinquitous land-based data on decadal 2841

and longer time scales.” - Farmer et al., 2842

1989, p5[206] 2843

In those cases where the various adjustments (and/or 2844

lack of adjustments) of the sea surface temperature 2845

data are being justified by assuming the land-based 2846

data is more reliable, it is circular logic to then use the 2847

adjusted/unadjusted sea surface temperature data to 2848

claim the land-based data is reliable (i.e., unaffected 2849

by urbanization bias). 2850

Third, as discussed earlier (particularly Section 2851

3.3), the challenge in resolving the urbanization bias 2852

problem is not in establishing whether or not there 2853

has been “global warming”, but in establishing how 2854

urbanization bias has affected the long-term global 2855

temperature trends. E.g., how does the recent warm 2856

period compare with the early 20th century warm 2857

period in Figure 6? Since the Efythmiadis & Jones, 2858

2010 analysis only considered the 1951-2009 period, 2859

they were unable to directly compare the recent warm 2860

period to pre-1951 temperatures. 2861

Nonetheless, even if we disregard the above flaws, a 2862

close inspection of their results reveals that their main 2863

conclusion is unjustified by their data. For their anal- 2864

ysis, they considered 18 regions (84 grid boxes) di- 2865

vided into three latitudinal zones, i.e., “northern ex- 2866

tratropics”, “tropics/subtropics” and “southern ex- 2867

tratropics”. Although technically the simple mean 2868

of the 1951-2009 linear trends for these three zones 2869

gives a relatively small “upper bound” for urbaniza- 2870

tion bias of 14%, this seems to be a result of the un- 2871

usual weighting they applied to obtain their “global 2872

average”. 2873

For two of their three zones (northern extratropics 2874

and tropics/subtropics), the average 1951-2009 linear 2875

trends was 50% greater for the land temperatures 2876

than the marine temperatures. That is, the aver- 2877

age land trends were 0.15◦C/decade while the aver- 2878

age marine trends were only 0.10◦C/decade. This 2879

would imply an “upper bound” of 0.05◦C/decade 2880

(0.5◦C/century), which is considerably more sub- 2881

stantial than their conclusion, i.e., urbanization bias 2882
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could account for up to 1/3 of the 1951-2009 linear2883

trends.2884

However, for the southern extratropics zone, three2885

of the five regions they considered (“West Australia”,2886

“East Australia” and “North Chile”) yielded strongly2887

negative land-marine trends: -0.11◦C/decade, -2888

0.05◦C/decade and -0.16◦C/decade respectively. Al-2889

though these regions only accounted for 1/6 of the2890

regions and 12 out of the 84 grid boxes they consid-2891

ered, because they only considered five regions for the2892

southern extratropics zone, this meant that the zonal2893

“average” land-marine trend was -0.04◦C/decade.2894

Since they applied equal weighting to all three of2895

their latitudinal zones, this meant that for their2896

“global” average, the net land-marine trend was only2897

0.02◦C/decade or 14% of the land trends.2898

Indeed, if they had removed the two Australian2899

regions and the North Chile region from their analy-2900

sis, the remaining two regions (“South Africa” and2901

“Argentina-Brazil”) both had positive land-marine2902

trends over the 1951-2009 period: +0.04◦C/decade2903

and +0.08◦C/decade respectively.2904

In other words, Efthymiadis & Jones, 2010’s con-2905

clusion that “global” surface temperature trends were2906

relatively unaffected by urbanization bias was essen-2907

tially a consequence of just three regions: West Aus-2908

tralia, East Australia and North Chile. We note that2909

the average population density for these two coun-2910

tries is below the world average (54 persons/km2 in2911

2013) - in 2013, Australia had an average population2912

density of 3 persons/km2 and Chile had an average2913

population density of 24 persons/km2. So, although2914

urbanization bias may also be a problem for these2915

countries (e.g., see our discussion of Australia in Sec-2916

tion 4.3), it is unwise to extrapolate these results to2917

applying to “global” averages - which Efthymiadis &2918

Jones effectively did.2919

4.9 Wickham et al., 20132920

Recently, Wickham et al., 2013[22] carried out a sub-2921

setting study and concluded that urbanization bias2922

has a negligible effect on global temperature esti-2923

mates.2924

The Wickham et al. study was based on a far larger2925

dataset than previous studies, i.e., the new Berke-2926

ley Earth Surface Temperature dataset. This com-2927

prised 39,028 stations. Using “Moderate Resolution2928

Imaging Spectroradiometer” (MODIS) satellite esti-2929

mates[163], they identified 16,132 (41.3%) of these2930

stations as rural15. For our analysis in this section, 2931

we downloaded lists of the station identifications used 2932

for Wickham et al., 2013 from the Climate Audit web- 2933

site. 2934

The Berkeley Earth group archived their first of- 2935

ficial dataset in February 2012. But, the available 2936

rural/urban station IDs refer to the October 2011 2937

“Preliminary dataset” used by Wickham et al., and 2938

hence the following analysis refers to the earlier ver- 2939

sion. Wickham et al.’s study comprised two parts. 2940

In the first part, the linear trends for all the sta- 2941

tions were calculated. Then, histograms of the trends 2942

were plotted for both the complete set and the rural 2943

subset. A broad distribution of trends was obtained, 2944

particularly for the stations with the shortest records. 2945

However, less than a third of the stations had nega- 2946

tive trends, and the median trend was positive. The 2947

distributions were similar for both the complete set 2948

and the rural subset. 2949

For these reasons, Wickham et al. argued that on 2950

average there has been “global warming” and that 2951

this is apparent in the rural stations as well as the 2952

non-rural stations. They then concluded that this 2953

“global warming” was not due to urbanization bias, 2954

and that “the effect of urban heating on the global 2955

trends is nearly negligible”. 2956

This is flawed logic. As we discussed in Section 3.3, 2957

the issue is not whether or not there has been “global 2958

warming”, but establishing by how much warming 2959

trends have been overestimated and cooling trends 2960

underestimated by urbanization bias. Indeed, Wick- 2961

ham et al., noted that between a quarter and a third 2962

of their stations showed cooling trends, contradict- 2963

ing the popular notion of almost continuous global 2964

warming since at least the late 19th century[35]. 2965

While Wickham et al. conceded that their linear 2966

trend analysis was “a very crude way to look at global 2967

temperature change”, they do not appear to have re- 2968

alised just how crude, and inappropriate it was. As 2969

mentioned in Section 3.1, linear trends are of dubious 2970

value when describing non-linear data. This can be 2971

illustrated by the following thought experiment. 2972

Let us suppose that global temperature trends for 2973

the last few centuries were exactly described by a sine 2974

wave, with a period of several decades (Figure 25). 2975

By definition, such a periodic function would have 2976

no long term trend, but it would go through multi- 2977

decadal periods of “global warming” and “global cool- 2978

15They used the term “very-rural”, but did not offer any
justification for the “very-” prefix, so the conventional “ru-
ral”/“urban” nomenclature will be retained here.
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Figure 25: Hypothetical “global temperature” changes
from 1701 to 2010, used for comparison to the temper-
ature data used by Wickham et al.[22].

ing”.2979

The bottom panel of Figure 26 illustrates the lin-2980

ear trend histograms which Wickham et al.’s stations2981

yield if all of the available annual temperatures in2982

their records are replaced with the corresponding hy-2983

pothetical “temperatures” of Figure 25 for that year.2984

The distribution for these hypothetical temperatures2985

also shows a majority of “warming” trends, like the2986

distribution calculated from the actual temperatures2987

(top panel), i.e., the ones reported by Wickham et2988

al.[22]. In fact, from Table 4, it can be seen that the2989

mean and median linear trends of the hypothetical2990

temperatures are actually greater, and would there-2991

fore by Wickham et al.’s logic indicate more “global2992

warming”. However, by definition, there is no long-2993

term “global warming” trend for our hypothetical2994

temperatures. In other words, Wickham et al.’s trend2995

analysis did not show that the “global warming” of2996

recent decades was unusual or unprecedented.2997

The second part of the Wickham et al. study was2998

a rural sub-setting experiment, similar to the Hansen2999

& Lebedeff, 1987[13] and Peterson et al., 1999[17] ex-3000

periments described in Sections 4.1 and 4.5. Like the3001

other studies, Wickham et al., 2013 also found little3002

difference between their rural subset and their com-3003

plete set. On this basis, they concluded that their3004

estimates were not significantly affected by urbaniza-3005

tion.3006

The main difference between the Wickham et al.,3007

2013 sub-setting experiment, and the previous exper-3008

iments was that they had used a much larger selec-3009

tion of stations, particularly for the post-1970s pe-3010

riod, i.e., the new Berkeley Earth dataset. However,3011

even though this dataset has an impressive total num-3012

ber of stations (nearly 40,000), the number of stations3013

is still dramatically reduced for the early 20th century3014

(Figure 27). Just like the Global Historical Climatol-3015

ogy Network discussed in Section 4.5, the problem is3016

worse for the rural stations than the urban stations,3017

Figure 26: Histograms of “linear trends” for differ-
ent subsets of the Berkeley Earth station records, either
(top) using actual temperature data, or (bottom) sub-
stituting annual values with the equivalent “tempera-
ture” from the hypothetical temperature curve of Figure
25.

and rural stations comprise less than 15% of the sta- 3018

tions for most of the 19th century (Figure 28). 3019

Another problem which the Berkeley Earth dataset 3020

shares with the Global Historical Climatology Net- 3021

work is that the spatial distribution of rural stations 3022

becomes increasingly uneven for the earlier periods. 3023

It can be seen from Figure 29 that, in terms of sta- 3024

tions with relatively long and complete records, the 3025

Berkeley Earth dataset is not a whole lot better than 3026

the dataset used by the earlier Peterson et al., 1999 3027

study discussed in Section 4.5. It is true that the 3028

Figure 27: Total number of Berkeley Earth stations
available for a given year. The relative fraction of these
totals which is urban or rural are also indicated.
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Actual Hypothetical
Subset Stations Median Mean ± σ Median Mean ± σ
All 31353 1.02 0.35 ± 16.33 2.35 2.05 ± 3.92
Rural 12935 1.09 0.35 ± 16.95 2.43 2.17 ± 3.97
Urban 18191 0.98 0.34 ± 15.24 2.24 1.98 ± 3.85
< 10 years 7331 -0.44 -2.69 ± 32.52 2.67 1.86 ± 4.59
10-20 years 6263 1.64 1.29 ± 8.02 4.81 3.07 ± 4.58
20-30 years 4074 1.55 1.74 ± 4.02 4.71 3.00 ± 4.31
> 30 years 13685 0.94 1.14 ± 1.82 0.62 1.41 ± 2.75

Table 4: Median and mean values of “linear trends” for different subsets of the Berkeley Earth station records,
either using actual temperature data, or substituting annual values with the equivalent “temperature” from the
hypothetical temperature curve of Figure 25. Note that the standard deviations of the means are genuinely that
large - this can be partially seen by considering the histograms of Figure 26, but the complete spread of the
non-hypothetical histogram is not shown, as the histograms are truncated to the range, -15 . . . 15, following the
approach of Wickham et al.[22]. See supplementary information for complete spread.

Figure 28: Percentage of stations with data for a given
year which were identified as rural, for two datasets: the
Berkeley Earth Surface Temperature dataset used by
Wickham et al.[22] and Version 2 of the National Cli-
matic Data Center’s homogeneity adjusted Global His-
torical Climatology Network dataset as described in Sec-
tion 4.5.

number of rural stations in Figure 29 is greater than3029

in Figure 16. But, as in Figure 16, outside of the U.S.3030

(and, perhaps, Europe), the density of rural stations3031

is very low, while the urban stations are relatively3032

well-distributed.3033

Wickham et al. used the homogenization and3034

averaging algorithms described by Rohde et al.,3035

2013b[113] before making their rural sub-setting com-3036

parisons. Rohde et al.’s algorithm involves several3037

techniques which are different from those used by the 3038

other studies re-assessed in this article. Their algo- 3039

rithm allows the use of all station records with at 3040

least 2 months of data. Hence, they use a lot of rela- 3041

tively short records, and <42% of their stations have 3042

more than 30 years of data (Table 4). They also use 3043

a more complex spatial averaging process (related to 3044

Kriging) than the simple gridding approach adopted 3045

in this article, and by others[131]. 3046

To homogenize their data, Rohde et al.[113] first 3047

implement a technique they refer to as “the scalpel”. 3048

This splits a station record into two separate records 3049

whenever a step change is identified. Their step 3050

change identification procedure is based on internal 3051

changes in a record, and does not consider neighbour- 3052

ing stations, unlike those used by the National Cli- 3053

matic Data Center (either the one discussed in Sec- 3054

tion 4.5 or the more recent Menne & Williams, 2009 3055

algorithm[194]). 3056

Rohde et al., 2013b also implement a weighting 3057

algorithm which in theory could account for some 3058

trend-change biases. Stations whose record trends 3059

differ strongly from neighbouring stations are given 3060

a low weight, and so have a low contribution to their 3061

total temperature estimates. Hence, Wickham et 3062

al. optimistically suggest that “the influence of sites 3063

with anomalous trends, such as urban heat island ef- 3064

fects, should be reduced by the averaging procedure 3065

even when sites with spurious warming are part of 3066

the dataset being considered”[22]. However, they do 3067

not appear to recognise that, in heavily urbanized ar- 3068

eas, or areas with a low number of rural stations, the 3069

rural trends may be the ones regarded as “anoma- 3070

lous” by Rohde et al.’s approach. From Figures 28 3071
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Figure 29: Locations of rural (top) and urban (bot-
tom) stations in the Berkeley Earth dataset, which have
data for at least 75% of the 1880-1998 period, for com-
parison with the Global Historical Climatology Network
(adjusted, version 2) dataset used for Figure 16.

and 29, it can be seen that this may be a frequent3072

problem for the Berkeley Earth dataset.3073

Figure 30 illustrates the difference between Ro-3074

hde et al.’s approach and the approach adopted in3075

this article, i.e., simple gridded averaging of non-3076

homogenized station deviations from their 1961-19903077

mean temperature, for all stations with at least 303078

years of data, and 15 years of data in the 1961-19903079

period. The differences are striking. Instead of Ro-3080

hde et al.’s relatively smooth and continuous global3081

warming from 1800 to present, our reanalysis shows3082

considerable multi-decadal variability.3083

It can be seen from the bottom panel of Figure 303084

that the Rohde et al., 2013b approach to averaging3085

the Berkeley Earth data introduces a warming trend3086

of about +0.43◦C/century, relative to our reanalysis.3087

Our reanalysis is a relatively simple approach, similar3088

to that used by the other groups in Table 1. So, if3089

our approach is unreliable, then this would suggest3090

that all of the other global temperature estimates in3091

Table 1 are similarly unreliable. This may well be3092

the case. But, if so, then it suggests that determin-3093

Figure 30: Comparison between Rohde et al.,
2013a[8]’s global temperature estimate (top) using the
Berkeley Earth dataset and our alternative estimate
(middle) described in the text. The bottom panel shows
the annual difference between the two estimates. The
grey bands in the top and middle panels correspond to
twice the standard error of the means.

ing global temperature trends is highly dependent on 3094

the statistical sampling approach taken. This would 3095

mean all of the estimates in Table 1 would need to 3096

be treated cautiously, until the effects of the various 3097

statistical approaches have been carefully studied - 3098

regardless of the urbanization bias problem. We note 3099

that Rohde et al., 2013a argue that their averaging 3100

method is comparable to the other methods, and so 3101

they do not appear to be making this claim[8]. 3102

Although the rate of global warming since the mid- 3103

20th century is noticeably reduced in our reanalysis, 3104

it is still sufficiently high to make the recent decades 3105

seem the warmest since 1880, i.e., when the other 3106

estimates in Figure 2 begin. However, interestingly, 3107

our reanalysis suggests that temperatures in the 18th 3108

and early-19th centuries were comparable to recent 3109

decades. The global temperatures of recent decades 3110

do not appear particularly unusual in this context. 3111

Unfortunately, this does not tell us anything quan- 3112

titative about the extent of urbanization bias in the 3113

estimates (either in our reanalysis or in the original 3114

Rohde et al. analysis). Still, by comparing the spa- 3115

tial and temporal distribution of the rural and urban 3116

stations, we can draw some relevant conclusions. 3117
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Figure 29 illustrates that rural stations are in the3118

minority. In particular, before the late 19th century,3119

the vast majority of the stations with available data3120

are currently urban. It seems reasonable to assume3121

that many of the stations that are currently urban3122

are considerably more urbanized than they were in3123

the 19th century. This suggests that many of the sta-3124

tions with data for the 19th century have been subject3125

to urban development since the start of their records,3126

and are therefore likely to be affected by urbaniza-3127

tion bias. For this reason, we argue that it should3128

be assumed that comparisons between 19th century3129

temperatures and 20th century temperatures are at3130

least partially affected by urbanization bias.3131

Further, on the basis of Figure 29, we suggest that3132

the density of rural stations with relatively long and3133

complete records is actually too low for reliably esti-3134

mating global temperature trends for more than a few3135

decades. This means that the 20th century tempera-3136

ture trends of both estimates are probably dominated3137

by urban stations. Hence, we argue that we should3138

also assume that comparisons between early 20th cen-3139

tury and late 20th/early 21st century temperatures3140

are partially affected by urbanization bias too.3141

While there does not appear to be enough ru-3142

ral data for a long-term global temperature esti-3143

mate, Figure 29 suggests that it may be possible to3144

construct reasonable estimates regional 20th century3145

temperature trends for the United States, Europe and3146

Australia by only using rural stations with relatively3147

long and complete records. We have not yet analysed3148

the Australian rural records in detail, but in Figure3149

6 we presented the rural 20th century temperature3150

trends for the contiguous United States and in Fig-3151

ure 3 we presented the temperature record for one3152

of the longest rural European records, i.e., Valentia3153

Observatory (Ireland). Neither of those figures agree3154

with the almost continuous “global warming” trends3155

implied by the current global temperature estimates3156

(Figure 2). Instead, as we discussed in Section 3, they3157

indicate a multi-decadal alternation between periods3158

of warming and periods of cooling. This suggests to3159

us that the true long-term global temperature trends3160

would look markedly different from the current esti-3161

mates, if a large enough distribution of rural stations3162

with long, relatively complete records could be ob-3163

tained.3164

For these reasons, we conclude that the Wickham3165

et al., 2013 study was unable to reliably estimate the3166

true extent of urbanization bias in their global tem-3167

perature estimates.3168

4.10 Hansen et al., 1999-2010 studies 3169

As mentioned earlier, the Goddard Institute of Space 3170

Studies is currently the only group that explicitly at- 3171

tempts to correct their global temperature estimates 3172

for urbanization bias (Table 1). Their urbanization 3173

bias adjustments were introduced by Hansen et al., 3174

1999[11], and some subsequent modifications to these 3175

initial adjustments were described in the follow-on 3176

papers, Hansen et al., 2001[12] and Hansen et al., 3177

2010[3]. 3178

The net effect of their urbanization adjustments 3179

on the overall trends of their global temperature esti- 3180

mates is quite small (∼ 0.1◦C/century). As a result, 3181

the urbanization bias adjusted Goddard Institute of 3182

Space Studies global temperature estimate is remark- 3183

ably similar to the estimates without an explicit ur- 3184

banization bias adjustment, i.e., the estimates in Fig- 3185

ure 2. This can be seen from Hansen et al., 2010’s 3186

Figure 11, for instance[3]. 3187

The three Hansen et al. studies argue that the sim- 3188

ilarity between their urbanization adjusted estimates 3189

and estimates without urbanization adjustments in- 3190

dicates that the effects of urbanization bias on global 3191

temperature estimates are small or negligible[3, 11, 3192

12]. But, as we discuss in Paper II[1], there are a 3193

number of serious problems with the urbanization ad- 3194

justments applied by the Goddard Institute of Space 3195

Studies. We find that their adjustments are seriously 3196

flawed, unreliable and inadequate. Hence, we cannot 3197

rely on the small net magnitude of their adjustments 3198

as an accurate estimate of the actual urbanization 3199

bias in current global temperature estimates. 3200

A detailed discussion of the Goddard Institute of 3201

Space Studies’ urbanization adjustments, and their 3202

reliability (or lack thereof) is beyond the scope of 3203

this article. Instead, we assess their adjustments sep- 3204

arately in Paper II[1]. Nonetheless, the three Hansen 3205

et al. papers describing their adjustments[3, 11, 12] 3206

also use other arguments to conclude that the net 3207

effect of urbanization bias on global temperature es- 3208

timates is small. Hence, it is worth briefly consider- 3209

ing these other arguments and assessing their validity 3210

here. 3211

Both Hansen et al., 1999 and Hansen et al., 2010 3212

claim that the net bias introduced by unaccounted 3213

for urban effects must be small, because there is other 3214

evidence of “global warming” over the past century, 3215

such as studies of glacier lengths and borehole tem- 3216

peratures[3, 11]. However, as we discussed in Section 3217

3.3, this is a logical fallacy, since the urbanization 3218

bias problem is not over whether or not there have 3219
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been periods of “global warming” and “global cool-3220

ing”, but rather establishing to what extent urban3221

heat islands have introduced artificial warming bi-3222

ases into weather station-based global temperature3223

estimates.3224

Hansen et al., 1999[11] also carry out a sub-3225

setting experiment similar to the Peterson et al., 19993226

study[17] discussed in Section 4.5. Stations with as-3227

sociated populations greater than 50,000 were con-3228

sidered “urban stations”, those with associated pop-3229

ulations less than 10,000 were considered “rural sta-3230

tions” and those with intermediate associated popu-3231

lations were considered “small-town stations”.3232

Using these definitions, they constructed four dif-3233

ferent global temperature estimates, distinguishing3234

weather stations on their associated populations. In3235

the first estimate, only rural stations were used; in3236

the second estimate, rural and small-town stations3237

were used; in the third estimate, all stations were3238

used; in the final estimate, all stations were used, but3239

they applied their urbanization adjustments to the3240

urban stations. All four estimates were similar, and3241

on this basis they concluded that the urban influence3242

on their estimates was small. However, most of the3243

flaws of the Peterson et al., 1999 study that we dis-3244

cussed in Section 4.5 also applied to this study. The3245

Hansen et al., 1999 sub-setting experiments also had3246

an additional flaw in that they only used one met-3247

ric for identifying urban stations, i.e., the associated3248

population size. In contrast, the Peterson et al., 19993249

study had at least used two metrics for identifying3250

urban stations (associated population size and night-3251

light brightness), offering a stricter detection method.3252

Hansen et al., 1999 also carried out a third test3253

of the effect of urbanization bias on their estimates3254

by considering in detail the regional effects on the3255

contiguous U.S. - a region with one of the highest3256

densities of stations, as we discussed in Section 2.4.3257

Although they seem to have reached the conclusion3258

from this test that these effects were small, their ac-3259

tual results seem to us to suggest the opposite. For3260

instance, they found that urbanization bias changed3261

the relative warmth of the years 1934 and 1998. In3262

their rural subset, 1934 was the 20th century’s hottest3263

year in the contiguous U.S., and the 1920s-1930s seem3264

to have been generally warmer than the late 20th cen-3265

tury. However, when they used all stations (i.e., rural,3266

small town and urban), this increased the apparent3267

warmth of the 1980s-1990s, making the two warm pe-3268

riods seem comparable, and 1998 a close contender to3269

1934 for the hottest year. When they applied their3270

urbanization adjustments to the urban stations, this 3271

gave an intermediate result. In other words, as we 3272

noted in Section 3.3, urbanization bias for the U.S. 3273

is substantial enough to alter the relative warmth of 3274

the early and late 20th century warm periods. 3275

Another finding of the Hansen et al., 1999 U.S. 3276

case study, which appears to us to contradict their 3277

conclusion, is their analysis of the 1950-1998 linear 3278

trends of their four subsets. For their rural subset, 3279

the 1950-1998 linear trend for the contiguous U.S. 3280

was a cooling one, while for their unadjusted subset 3281

containing all stations, the trend was a warming one. 3282

Their subset in which they applied urbanization ad- 3283

justments to the urban stations was again intermedi- 3284

ate between the two, with almost no trend. In other 3285

words, urbanization bias alters the 1950-1998 linear 3286

trends for the U.S. so much that the sign of the trends 3287

changes. We find it hard to reconcile these findings 3288

with their claim that “(t)he temperature curve, based 3289

on rural stations, is not affected much by addition of 3290

small-town or urban data”. 3291

Hansen et al., 2001 introduced a number of modifi- 3292

cations to their global temperature analysis[12]. Sev- 3293

eral of these modifications were confined to the con- 3294

tiguous U.S. component of their analysis. In particu- 3295

lar, they switched to using the homogeneity-adjusted 3296

version of the U.S. Historical Climatology Network 3297

(version 1). As we mentioned in Section 2.5, and dis- 3298

cuss in Paper III[2], one of the main effects of these 3299

homogeneity adjustments is to introduce a warming 3300

trend into U.S. temperature trends, thereby increas- 3301

ing the apparent warmth of the late 20th century for 3302

the U.S. 3303

Hansen et al., 2001 also carried out a study of the 3304

effect of urbanization bias on regional temperature 3305

trends for the contiguous U.S. From this study, they 3306

reached the conclusion that globally, “the effect is 3307

modest in magnitude”. However, again, this seems to 3308

be contradicted by their actual findings. If they used 3309

the unadjusted version of the U.S. Historical Clima- 3310

tology Network, the long-term linear trend for the 3311

contiguous U.S. was +0.16◦C/century. When they 3312

used the homogeneity-adjusted version, this trend 3313

nearly trebled to +0.46◦C/century. However, when 3314

they carried out their urbanization adjustments this 3315

reduced the trend to +0.32◦C/century. In other 3316

words, their estimate of urbanization bias for the con- 3317

tiguous U.S. was +0.14◦C/century, which is either 3318

30.4% of the trend for the homogeneity-adjusted data 3319

or 87.5% of the trend for the unadjusted data. This 3320

hardly seems “modest in magnitude”. 3321
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5 Conclusions3322

A number of studies[13–20, 22] have claimed that ur-3323

banization bias has only had a small or negligible3324

effect on global temperature estimates derived from3325

weather station records. However, in this article,3326

each of those studies was systematically reassessed3327

and found to be flawed.3328

Although determining the exact magnitude of the3329

bias was beyond the scope of this article, it does seem3330

to have led to a substantial underestimation of post-3331

1940s global cooling and a substantial overestimation3332

of post-1970s global warming. This suggests that the3333

simple description of almost continuous global warm-3334

ing since the late 19th century which has previously3335

been suggested[3–9] is wrong. Instead, temperatures3336

appear to have alternated between multi-decadal pe-3337

riods of global warming and global cooling.3338

As we discussed in Section 3.3, the 1980s-2000s3339

global warming seems to have been a genuine (al-3340

beit overstated) phenomenon. However, when we3341

take into account the urbanization bias problem,3342

it is plausible that it was just as warm in the3343

1930s/1940s. In that case, the recent warm period3344

would be neither unprecedented nor unusual. We3345

note that this would contradict the current climate3346

models which assume that increasing atmospheric3347

carbon dioxide concentrations have caused an un-3348

usual “anthropogenic global warming” over the last3349

few decades[36].3350

As far as we have been able to determine, the ten3351

sets we revisited in this article are the entire basis in3352

the current literature for the claim that urbanization3353

bias only has a small or negligible effect on the global3354

temperature estimates derived from weather station3355

records. We believe that we have shown that in each3356

of the cases, the basis for this claim was unjustified.3357

We did not manage to determine the exact magnitude3358

of the bias, but it appears to be substantial.3359

We hope that we have adequately highlighted some3360

of the challenges inherent in solving the urbanization3361

bias problem, so that future researchers will be bet-3362

ter able to tackle it. We suggest that it is now time3363

for researchers to stop trying to disprove and/or dis-3364

miss the existence of urbanization bias in the current3365

estimates, but instead return to trying to quantify3366

and/or remove the bias.3367

Regardless, the findings of this article show that3368

the decision of most of the groups constructing3369

global temperature estimates from weather station3370

records[4–9] not to attempt to explicitly correct for3371

urbanization bias was unjustified. In Paper II, we 3372

show that the adjustments devised by the only group 3373

which does attempt this, i.e., the Goddard Institute 3374

for Space Studies[3] are flawed and inadequate[1]. So, 3375

probably a more rigorous approach is required. How- 3376

ever, as we discuss in Paper III[2], it may be that 3377

more information on the stations used than is cur- 3378

rently archived needs to be compiled first. 3379
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